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1 Executive summary and report scope
This report has the duty of summarising the activity performed in ECLAP regarding the Content and
Metadata Selection, Aggregation and Augmentation. In the context of ECLAP, this means to talk about:
 Content description in terms of metadata and interoperability, metadata ingestion and mapping,
metadata export towards Europeana
 Content Selection and contextualization, adoption and usage of content enrichment tools from the
side of content providers
 Content Enrichment tool and technical aspects and results obtained.
As regards content description (see Section 2), the ECLAP project focussed on WP4 Content Provision and
Augmentation involved the selection and delivery of content and metadata for a wide range of user
communities as well as the definition of the harvesting metadata schema and its semantic mappings to a
spectrum of commonly used standards. The major task has been to create the mappings between the
descriptive and multimedia metadata, to ensure the semantic interoperability inside the ECLAP system and
more importantly with the Europeana system. To this end, the report provides description of the metadata
ingestion processes; ECLAP metadata schema; interoperability is achieved in the ECLAP domain; mapping
statistics from content providers to the ECLAP portal; mapping of the elements of ECLAP to the Europeana
Data Model; overview of the procedures and tools that are deployed within ECLAP, in order to establish
interoperability between ECLAP’s metadata and the Europeana repository in EDM, and metadata
interoperability best practices adopted in order to ensure uniform access to the ECLAP and Europeana
content.
The results obtained provided the evidence that the ECLAP consortium has worked well, integrating and
defining the needed tools, providing support to the content providers, collecting content and metadata and
finally providing the planned content to Europeana. The ECLAP consortium successfully addressed the
complexity of the heterogeneous metadata mapping and also addressed the problems due to the lack of a
standard for performing art metadata. ECLAP poses the basis for the further definition of a standard and
related tools its management and exploitation.
For the Content selection and contextualization, Section 3 describes the activity performed on content for its
selection, enrichment and aggregation. To aggregate content also means to contextualize a single resource in
relation to other elements or resources: on ECLAP, content can be compared and contextualized at a
transnational level, as the aggregation activities which can be performed on the portal allow content
providers to relate their own items to those provided by other partners. For these reasons, the wide range of
possibilities offered by ECLAP to further enrich and contextualize the resources and connecting them
through users’ annotations and tools such as Mystoryplayer and the Social Graph are particularly useful for
the purposes of research and education. Both these tools have been selected by Europeana and included into
the Europeana pro web pages.
For the technical aspects and tools for content enrichment, ECLAP provided a range of metadata enrichment
activities (based on AXCP media grid). The typical metadata enrichments performed by ECLAP can be the
addition of technical descriptors of source files, the addition of more languages, the geo localization passing
from location named into metadata and descriptors to formal GPS position, the production of QR codes for
museum inspection and linkage (see it as augmented reality first step), the content aggregation, the addition
of comments and tags, the association of taxonomical classification, the establishing of connections with
dbPedia open data, the addition of a formal IPR license descriptor, the association of univocal date and time,
the association of any kind of identifiers, the production of LOD model, the content aggregations, etc. As a
result, the content is described in terms of metadata based on the so called ECLAP semantic model which is
much richer than the ECLAP ingestion model.

ECLAP project
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2 Metadata Descriptors Interoperability
WP4 (Content Provision and Augmentation) involves the selection and delivery of content and metadata for
a wide range of user communities as well as the definition of the harvesting metadata schema and its
semantic mappings to a spectrum of commonly used standards. This deliverable reports the results of Task 2
(Metadata/descriptors interoperability maps) of WP4. Its main purpose is to provide all the necessary
mappings between ECLAP and Europeana. In addition, part of this task is to create the mappings between
the descriptive and multimedia metadata. This task will ensure the semantic interoperability inside the
ECLAP system and more importantly with the Europeana system. This report focuses on the interoperability
of metadata standards and classifications, between ECLAP and Europeana.
The report is divided in the following Sections:
 Section 2.3 describes the metadata ingestion processes taking place in the ECLAP portal:
o A) When content is contributed to ECLAP project, the corresponding metadata are
transformed into a new form under the predefined ECLAP schema.
o B) In order to be available to the Europeana portal the same content is transformed from
ECLAP schema to EDM and then published to Europeana.
 Section 2.4 provides a general summarization of the ECLAP metadata schema, i.e. the information
required for the documentation of performing arts content, as those decided by the providers. A more
detailed description of it is available in Section 0 in the Appendix.
 In order to illustrate how the interoperability is achieved in the ECLAP domain, Section 2.5
demonstrates a mapping procedure from content providers’ schemata to the ECLAP schema. Section
2.6 provides mapping statistics from content providers to the ECLAP portal.
 The mapping of the elements of ECLAP to the Europeana Data Model is presented in Section 2.7.
Moreover in Section 2.8 there is an overview of the procedures and tools that are deployed within
ECLAP, in order to establish interoperability between ECLAP’s metadata and the Europeana
repository.
 Finally, Section 2.9 presents the metadata interoperability best practices adopted in order to ensure
uniform access to the ECLAP and Europeana content.

2.1

Definitions

Metadata
Metadata is a modern term for the bibliographic information that libraries traditionally entered into their
catalogs or databases, or registration information about collections that museums have entered into their
systems; however the term metadata is most commonly used to refer to descriptive information about digital
resources [1].
Metadata Schema
A metadata schema is simply a set of elements with a precise semantic definition, optionally connected by
some structure [3]. The semantics of a schema is defined by the meanings of its elements. Schemas usually
define the names of elements together with their semantics and optionally content rules that define how
content values must be formulated (e.g., capitalization, allowable content values). For the encoding of the
elements and their values, a schema can define syntax rules [4].
Metadata Repository
A Metadata repository is a database created to gather, store, and distribute contextual information about
metadata. This contextual information of metadata include meaning and content, policies that govern,
technical attributes, specifications that transform, and programs that manipulate [5].
Metadata Ingestion
ECLAP project
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Integration of metadata from heterogeneous souurces is a majjor issue when connectinng cultural in
nstitutions too
digital librrary networkks. Uniform
m access too metadata is impeded
d by the sstructural an
nd semanticc
heterogeneiities of the metadata an
nd metadata schemes ussed in the source
s
system
ems. The terrm metadataa
ingestion reefers to the inntegration off metadata froom heterogen
neous sourcees into a singgle repository
y.
Metadata IInteroperability
According tto [2] “Interroperability is the abilityy of multiplee systems with
w differentt hardware and
a softwaree
platforms, ddata structurees, and interffaces to exchhange data with minimal loss of conteent and functtionality”.

2.2

Rela
ated Docu
uments

This part off the documeent is closely
y related to the Deliveraable 4.3 “Meetadata Descr
criptors Interoperability”..
http://www..eclap.eu/1155119

2.3

Meta
adata Crosswalks in ECLAP

Metadata crrosswalks faacilitate the interoperabil
i
lity and exch
hange of meetadata. As ddefined in Seection 2.1, a
crosswalk iis a mapping of the eleements, sem
mantics, and syntax from
m one metaddata schema to those off
another. Wiithin ECLAP
P, a crosswalk can be connsidered as fo
ollows:
Content prroviders usee their prefeerable standdard for theeir metadataa representaation. When
n content iss
contributed to ECLAP project,
p
the correspondin
c
ng metadata need
n
to be traansformed innto a new forrm under thee
predefined ECLAP schhema. The av
vailable mettadata (regarrdless the staandard they conform to)) are in xmll
format. In oorder to trannsform their metadata,
m
coontent provid
ders use the ECLAP Meetadata Ingesstion Servicee
portal (MIN
NT), and maap their metadata to thee ECLAP sch
hema by defining an X
XSLT that is used in thee
mapping phhase as depiicted in Figu
ure 2-1. Althhough, all metadata
m
are uniformly sstored in EC
CLAP underr
ECLAP schhema, in ordder to be avaailable througgh European
na portal theey first need to be transfformed from
m
ECLAP schhema to EDM
M and then published
p
to Europeana. Thus a new mapping tak
akes places, transforming
t
g
metadata from ECLAP schema to EDM
E
as deppicted in Figu
ure 2-2. For more detailss on the aforementionedd
hierarchy aand process the reader can
c refer to D3.1- Infrastructure: ingestion and processing content andd
metadata annd D4.2.1 Coontent and Metadata,
M
Seleection Aggreegation and Augmentatio
A
on.

Provider 1
P
Repositor
Provider 2
P
Repositor

XSLTs
Created by

ECLAP
REPOSIT
T

Provider 3
P
Repositor
Figgure 2-1: Metadata ingesttion from mu
ultiple metada
ata repositoriies to the ECL
LAP reposito
ory.

ECLAP
Repositor
R

XSLT

Europeanna
REPOSIT
IT

Figure 2-2: Metadata inggestion into th
he Europeana repository..
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2.4

ECLAP Mapping Schema

In this section a brief description of the current ECLAP metadata schema is presented. The complete
description is reported in Appendix.
The metadata schema is divided in the following parts:
 General information about the content, it reports the internal identifiers like the axoid, the drupal
nid, the provider name and id and the url to the content on ECLAP portal
 Information about the digital resource, it reports information on the resource format (audio, video,
image, document, 3d, crossmedia, etc.), in case of video content if it is available in MD and HD
resolutions, if the resource is available on smartphones, the url to the preview gif (animated for
video), etc.
 Information on IPR, on intellectual property rights for the digital resource, it contains the
Europeana rights URL, if the content is public or private, the title and description of the IPR model
associated with the content.
 GeoSpatial information about the resource, reports the GPS position associated with the content
as well as the extent of the area surrounding the position.
 Dublin Core metadata (DC and DCTERMS), reports Dublin Core metadata describing the content.
 Performing Arts metadata, reports the metadata specific for performing arts:
o FirstPerformance Date, Location, City and Country, indicates where and when the premiere
of the piece depicted in the digital resource was performed.
o Performance Date, Location, City and Country, indicates where and when the performance
depicted in the digital resource was performed.
o PerformingArtType, for the type of performing art (e.g. theatre, dance, etc.)
o PlotSummary, summary of the plot
o PerformingArtsGroup, name of the theatre or dance company or musical group (e.g. Momix)
o Cast, name/names of cast member
o PerformersAndCrew, name/names of performers and crews of the performance
o Professional, people involved in the performance indicating which role each person had in
the performance (e.g. Actor, director, set designer etc.).
o Object, object used in the performance
o PieceRecord, script of the play
o Genre
o HistoricalPeriod
o ArtisticMovementAndActingStyle, Artistic movement and acting styles in which the work
can be categorized (e.g. Classicism, Dada, Epic, Expressionism, etc.)
o RecordingDate, date when the recording was made
 Taxonomy based classifications, reports information about the taxonomy terms associated with the
content, for each term is reported the label in every language, the term id, and the id of the top term
for the hierarchy and the path from the term to the top term.
 ECLAP Groups, reports the ECLAP Groups to which the content is associated with.
 ECLAP Aggregations (Collections & Playlists), for collections and playlists reports the identifiers
(axoids) of the content in the collection/playlist, for playlists items it is also eventually present the
startTime/endTime/duration indications.

2.5

Mapping from Content Providers Schemata to ECLAP Schema

This section demonstrates an example of how interoperability of metadata is achieved when different
institutes contribute metadata corresponding to different schemata. As we have already stated,
ECLAP project
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interoperability is achieved via crosswalking, i.e. the corresponding contributed metadata are transformed
into a new form under the predefined ECLAP schema.
Our example focuses on two different institutions contributing metadata: the Dario Fo & Franca Rame
Archive and the Ljubljana museum. Suppose for example that the Dario Fo & Franca Rame Archive
contributes to ECLAP a PDF file with the following metadata: the document’s title is “Grasso è bello!”, its
creators are “Franca Rame and Dario Fo”, its subject is “testo”. The entire record is depicted on Table 2-1
in its XML format. On the other hand the Ljubljana museum contributes a JPEG image file with the
following metadata: its title is “Costumes, Leo Kulaš (No. 19), L'impresario di Smirne”, its Slovenian title is
“Kostumi, Leo Kulaš (št.19), L'impresario di Smirne”, its creator is “Leo Kulaš archive”. The entire record is
depicted on Table 2-2 in its XML format. It is obviously that the two institutions adopt different schemata in
order to describe their data.
Table 2-1: A metadata record provided by the Dario Fo & Franca Rame Archive

<Export>
<Record>
<Filename>content/archivioforame/PARL/2008/TEST/55500/55500.pdf</Filename>
<Title>Grasso è bello!</Title>
<Creator>Franca Rame, Dario Fo</Creator>
<Subject>testo</Subject>
<Description>Dattiloscritto dell'atto unico "Grasso è bello!" di Franca Rame, Dario Fo e
alcune idee di Jacopo Fo. Revisione di Franca Rame aggiornata al 2008.</Description>
<Format>pdf</Format>
<Language>it</Language>
<Coverage>Milano, Coordinates: Lat: 45 28 00 N degrees minutes Lat: 45.4667 decimal
degrees Long: 009 12 00 E degrees minutes Long: 9.2000 decimal degrees </Coverage>
<Rights>CTFR</Rights>
<Extent>55pag</Extent>
<ProviderID>CTFR</ProviderID>
<ProviderContentID>55500</ProviderContentID>
<AggregationID>PARL</AggregationID>
</Record>
</Export>
Table 2-2: A metadata record provided by the Ljubljana museum

<metadata>
<record>
<dc.Title>Costumes, Leo Kulaš (No. 19), L'impresario di Smirne</dc.Title>
<dc.Title_slo>Kostumi, Leo Kulaš (št.19), L'impresario di Smirne</dc.Title_slo>
<dc.Creator>Leo Kulaš archive</dc.Creator>
<dc.Publisher>Produced by: HNK Zagreb</dc.Publisher>
<dc.Description>Costume photo from the performance L'impresario di Smirne, written by
Carlo Goldoni, directed by Paolo Magelli</dc.Description>
<dc.Subject>theatre performance, costume design</dc.Subject>
<dc.Rights>For information about the rights holder please contact Muzeum, Institute of Art
Production, Mediation and Publishing Ljubljana.</dc.Rights>
<dc.Type>Image</dc.Type>
<dc.Language>en</dc.Language>
<dc.IsPartOf>Leo Kulaš</dc.IsPartOf>
<ProviderContentID>MLJ2346_LKulas_Impresaria</ProviderContentID>
ECLAP project
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<ContentLocation>In_process/MLJ2346_LKulas_Impresaria.jpg</ContentLocation>
<IPRModel>MUZEUM_all_CC-BY-NC-ND </IPRModel>
<Public>Yes</Public>
<FirstPerformanceCountry>Croatia</FirstPerformanceCountry>
<FirstPerformanceDate>1993</FirstPerformanceDate>
<ProfessionalCostume_designer>Leo Kulaš</ProfessionalCostume_designer>
<ProfessionalDirector>Paolo Magelli</ProfessionalDirector>
<ProfessionalPlaywright>Carlo Goldoni</ProfessionalPlaywright>
<PerformingArtType>Theatre</PerformingArtType>
<HistoricalPeriod>XX Century</HistoricalPeriod>
</record>
</metadata>
In order to make these two different structured metadata records uniformly available based on the ECLAP
metadata schema, two different mappings (crosswalks) were constructed.
The CTFR-mapping-export was constructed by the Dario Fo & Franca Rame Archive in order to map its
content to the ECLAP portal. In Table 2-3 we see the summary of this mapping (the complete mapping can
be found in Table 7-1 in the Appendix). For example, based on the two first rows of this mapping the
/DC/subject field of the ECLAP schema corresponds to the /Export/Record/Subject field of the initial
schema, while the /DC/subject/@lang of the ECLAP schema is statically mapped to it (Italian) for every
record in the Dario Fo & Franca Rame Archive. Similarly the /DC/title field of the ECLAP schema
corresponds to the /Export/Record/Title field of the initial schema, while the /DC/title/@lang of the ECLAP
schema is statically mapped to it (Italian) for every record in the initial schema. In Table 2-4 we see the
XML corresponding source and target metadata records for the fields of subject, title, subject language and
title language.
The Muzeum_new_v06a_mapping was constructed by the Ljubljana museum in order to map its content to
the ECLAP portal. In Table 2-5 we see the summary of this mapping (the complete mapping can be found in
Table 7-2 in the Appendix). For example, based on the two first rows of this mapping the /DC/subject field
of the ECLAP schema corresponds to the /metadata/record/dc.Subject field of the initial schema, while the
/DC/subject/@lang of the ECLAP schema is statically mapped to en (English) for every record in the
Ljubljana museum archive. Similarly the /DC/title field of the ECLAP schema corresponds to the
/metadata/record/dc.Title field of the initial schema, while the /DC/title/@lang of the ECLAP schema is
statically mapped to en (English) for every record in the initial schema. In Table 2-6 we see the XML
corresponding source and target metadata records for the fields of subject, title, subject language and title
language.
Table 2-3: The CTFR-mapping-export summary

Source

Target

/Export/Record/Subject

/DC/subject

It

/DC/subject/@lang

/Export/Record/Title

/DC/title

It

/DC/title/@lang

…

ECLAP project
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Table 2-4: Mapping from the source XML presented in Table 2-1 to the ECLAP XML

Source
<Export>
<Record>
...
<Subject>testo</Subject>
<Title>Grasso è bello!</Title>
</Record>
</Export>
Target
<eclap:ECLAPObjectWrap
xmlns:eclap="http://www.eclap.eu/ECLAPSchemaV0"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
…>
<eclap:ECLAPObject>
...
<eclap:DC>
...
<dc:subject xml:lang="it">testo</dc:subject>
<dc:title xml:lang="it">Grasso è bello!</dc:title>
</eclap:DC>
</eclap:ECLAPObject>
</eclap:ECLAPObjectWrap>
Table 2-5: The MUZEUM_new_v06a_mapping summary

Source

Target

/metadata/record/dc.Subject

/DC/subject

en

/DC/subject/@lang

/metadata/record/dc.Title

/DC/title

en

/DC/title/@lang

…

Table 2-6: Mapping from the source XML presented in Table 2-2 to the ECLAP XML

Source
<metadata>
<record>
<dc.Title>Costumes, Leo Kulaš (No. 19), L'impresario di Smirne</dc.Title>
<dc.Subject>theatre performance, costume design</dc.Subject>
</record>
</metadata>
Target
<eclap:ECLAPObjectWrap
xmlns:eclap="http://www.eclap.eu/ECLAPSchemaV0"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
…>
<eclap:ECLAPObject>
ECLAP project
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...
<eclap:DC>
...
<dc:subject xml:lang="en">theatre performance, costume design</dc:subject>
<dc:title xml:lang="en">Costumes, Leo Kulaš (No. 19), L'impresario di Smirne</dc:title>
</eclap:DC>
</eclap:ECLAPObject>
</eclap:ECLAPObjectWrap>
It is evident from Table 2-4 and Table 2-6 that after the transformation takes place the metadata originating
from the Dario Fo & Franca Rame Archive and the metadata originating from the Ljubljana museum are
uniformly represented with respect to the ECLAP schema.
The complete transformed XML metadata records corresponding to the metadata records depicted in Table
2-1 and Table 2-2 are presented in Table 7-3 and Table 7-4 respectively.

2.6

Mapping Statistics

This paragraph contains the progress report of the production and delivery of metadata to the ECLAP
project. The purpose of this paragraph is to ensure partners are able to create metadata compliant with the
ECLAP standard, develop a relationship with their national aggregators and make necessary amendments to
their internal systems to deliver content to ECLAP. The partners themselves manage the process of creating
and transforming their metadata.
The statistics examine three different parameters for each partner:
 Imports: Each import is a set of metadata describing performing arts objects. An import is a file
uploaded to the MINT Mapping Tool -and through it to the ECLAP portal- with a variety of methods
such as HTTP upload, FTP upload, remote FTP/HTTP upload and OAI-PMH V2 protocol. The file
related to each import is either an XML, or CSV, or a ZIP file containing XML and CSV files.
 Items: This parameter refers to the performing arts items described by the set of metadata contained
in an import.
 Transformations: Each set of items conforms to an XML schema and should be transformed to the
corresponding ECLAP schema via the mapping created by the MINT tool. The number of
transformations refers to the number of items that are validly mapped to the ECLAP schema.
For example, a user uploads an xml file (1 import), containing metadata for 123 performing arts items (123
items) from which only 120 are validly mapped to the ECLAP schema (120 transformations).
Figure 2-3 shows the number metadata imports contributed in years 2011, 2012 and 2013. The total number
of imports is 277 for the years 2011, 2012 and 332 for the year 2013.
Figure 2-4 shows the number items examined in years 2011, 2012 and 2013. The total number of items is
136400 for the years 2011, 2012 and 156116 for the year 2013.
Figure 2-5 shows the number metadata records produced in years 2011, 2012 and 2013. The total number of
imports is 101058 for the years 2011, 2012 and 120599 for the year 2013.

ECLAP project
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It should bee noted that the previou
usly presente d figures reffer only to metadata
m
maapped to ECL
LAP via thee
MINT tool and not the total availab
ble metadataa in ECLAP. Content Pro
oviders can aalso providee and exploitt
services forr providing:
 Single content/iitem and meetadata: can be uploaded
d in one sho
ot via the uppload on EC
CLAP Sociall
Servvice Portal by
b using the ECLAP Uppload Servicee and web page.
p
Once uuploaded the Edit Objectt
functionality/acction allows the user to: edit metadatta, upload a different icoon/thumbnaill, update thee
digiital file, uplooad a new veersion of thee digital file,, update/chan
nge the classsification, an
nd define thee
IPR
R model via the
t IPR Wizaard, etc.
 Muultiple/massivve content/ittems and m
metadata: Thiis can be peerformed in one shot by
b using thee
ECL
LAP Uploadd Service and
d web page. T
The user can
n select in the file selectiion dialog several files att
the same time.

2.7

Map
pping from
m ECLAP Schema
S
to
o EDM

In this sectiion, it is repoorted how thee ECLAP meetadata is maapped to EDM (this proccess and the mapping
m
hass
been develooped by DS
SI, UNIFI) using
u
an Objject centric perspective (the only oone that now
w Europeanaa
ingestion suupports), it have to be notted that in thhe material to
o be provided
d to Europeaana in many cases it doess
not represennt strictly ann Object (lik
ke a book, a painting, a sculpture, …)
… while ofteen it represents an eventt
happened inn the past, the performancce.
In the folloowing is repported how the
t ECLAP metadata arre mapped to EDM elem
ments. The Dublin coree
elements (ddc and dcterrms) are map
pped directlly to the Pro
ovidedCHO elements wh
while the PerrformingArtss
metadata arre mapped too DublinCoree elements w
where possiblle, also the taaxonomy asssociations arre mapped too
DublinCoree depending on
o the top hiierarchy elem
ment (Subjecct is mapped to dc:subjecct, Performin
ngArtType too
dc:type, HisstoricalPeriod to dcterm:ttemporal, etcc.).
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For each ECLAP content is provided: one ProvidedCHO element, one WebResource element representing
the ECLAP portal page showing the content and one Aggregation element aggregating the two preceding
ones. The @ sign indicate an attribute of the element.
edm:ProvidedCHO
@rdf:about
dcterms:*
dcterms:issued
dcterms:issued
dcterms:spatial
dcterms:spatial
dcterms:spatial
dcterms:temporal
dcterms:temporal
@rdf:resource
dcterms:references
dc:*
dc:date
dc:creator
dc:contributor
dc:contributor
dc:contributor
dc:contributor
dc:contributor
dc:description
dc:description
dc:subject
@rdf:resource
dc:subject
dc:subject
@rdf:resource
dc:type
dc:type
@rdf:resource
dc:type
dc:type
@rdf:resource
edm:type

axoid
All ECLAP dcterms fields
“<PerfArts.FirstPerformance.Date> (first performance)”
PerfArts.Performance.Date
PerfArts.Performance.Place
PerfArts.Performance.City
PerfArts.Performance.Country
PerfArts.HistoricalPeriod
“http://www.eclap.eu/Classification/HistoricalPeriod/<histPeriodId>”
PerfArts.PieceRecord
All ECLAP dc fields
PerfArts.RecordingDate
PerfArts.PerformingArtsGroup
“<PerfArts.Professional> (<role>)”
PerfArts.Cast
PerfArts.PerformersAndCrew
PerfArts.PersonRecord
PerfArts.ProductionRecord
PerfArts.PlotSummary
PerfArts.Object
“http://www.eclap.eu/Classification/Subject/<subjId>”
PerfArts.Genre
“http://www.eclap.eu/Classification/Genre/<genreId>”
PerfArts.PerformingArtsType
“http://www.eclap.eu/Classification/PerformingArtType/<paTypeId>”
PerfArts.ArtisticMovementAndActingStyle
“http://www.eclap.eu/Classification/ArtisticMovementAndActingStyle/<amasId>”
based on Resource.Format (video, audio, image, document)

The histPerdiodId, subjId, genreId, paTypeId, amasId are the ids of the terms in the ECLAP taxonomy to
which the content is associated with. The SKOS taxonomy defining the concepts used are provided to
europeana using a specific file.
edm:WebResource
@rdf:about
“http://www.eclap.eu/europeana/<axoid>”
edm:rights
IPR.EuropeanaRightsUrl
ore:Aggregation
@rdf:about
edm:aggregatedCHO
edm:dataProvider
edm:provider
edm:rights
ECLAP project
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edm:isShownAt
edm:object

“http://www.eclap.eu/europeana/<axoid>”
eclap:Preview

This mapping should be enhanced by enriching the metadata with associations with Places, TimeSpans,
Agents thus integrating the text metadata with an association with an rdf resource coming from linked open
data initiatives or well known authority files as VIAF for person names, GeoNames for places etc.
The following is an example of mapping the metadata of an Image from the Dario Fo and Franca Rame
Archive.
The source metadata is:
<eclap:Content axoid="urn:axmedis:00000:obj:36b2407e-0ca0-4f44-892b-ebf254118a2d">
<eclap:url>http://www.eclap.eu/drupal?q=home&amp;axoid=urn:axmedis:00000:obj:36b2407e-0ca0-4f44892b-ebf254118a2d</eclap:url>
<eclap:nid>35923</eclap:nid>
<eclap:Version>2</eclap:Version>
<eclap:InsertUpdateTime>2011-08-06T00:36:26</eclap:InsertUpdateTime>
<eclap:ProviderId>CTFR</eclap:ProviderId>
<eclap:ProviderName>Dario Fo &amp; Franca Rame Archive</eclap:ProviderName>
<eclap:DefaultMetadataLanguage>it</eclap:DefaultMetadataLanguage>
<eclap:Resource>
<eclap:Format>image</eclap:Format>
<eclap:Type>image</eclap:Type>
<eclap:Width>597</eclap:Width>
<eclap:Height>800</eclap:Height>
<eclap:Extension>.jpg</eclap:Extension>
</eclap:Resource>
<eclap:Platforms>
<eclap:AvlForPDA>yes</eclap:AvlForPDA>
<eclap:AvlForIPhone>yes</eclap:AvlForIPhone>
<eclap:AvlForPC>yes</eclap:AvlForPC>
</eclap:Platforms>
<eclap:IPR>
<eclap:IsPublic>yes</eclap:IsPublic>
<eclap:IPRTitle>CTFR IPR</eclap:IPRTitle>
<eclap:IPRDescription>CTFR model</eclap:IPRDescription>
<eclap:EuropeanaRightsUrl>http://www.europeana.eu/rights/rr-f/</eclap:EuropeanaRightsUrl>
<eclap:LicenseUrl>http://bpnet.eclap.eu/drupal/?q=node/2862</eclap:LicenseUrl>
</eclap:IPR>
<eclap:Preview>http://www.eclap.eu/gif/urn_axmedis_00000_obj_36b2407e-0ca0-4f44-892bebf254118a2d.gif</eclap:Preview>
<eclap:DublinCoreMetadata>
<dc:description xml:lang="it">Tavole a colori di Dario Fo.</dc:description>
<dcterms:extent xml:lang="it">1 pagine</dcterms:extent>
<dc:rights xml:lang="it">Archivio Dario Fo e Franca Rame, alcuni diritti riservati</dc:rights>
<dc:title xml:lang="it">Sant'Ambrogio - 2005 Testo teatrale di Dario Fo. 32/116</dc:title>
<dc:type xml:lang="it">Disegni</dc:type>
<dc:date xml:lang="it">2005</dc:date>
<dc:language xml:lang="it">it</dc:language>
</eclap:DublinCoreMetadata>
<eclap:PerformingArtsMetadata xml:lang="it">
<eclap:Performance>
<eclap:Country>Italia</eclap:Country>
</eclap:Performance>
ECLAP project
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</eclap:PerformingArtsMetadata>
<eclap:Classification>
<eclap:term id="504" vid="5" root="664" path="664">
<eclap:label xml:lang="it">Teatro</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="en">Theatre</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="da">Teater</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="nl">Theater</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="fr">Théâtre</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="de">Theater</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="el">Θέατρο</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="hu">Színház</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="pl">Teatr</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="pt">Teatro</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="es">Teatro</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="ca">Teatre</eclap:label>
<eclap:label xml:lang="sl">Gledališče</eclap:label>
</eclap:term>
</eclap:Classification>
<eclap:Group id="2862">
<eclap:label xml:lang="en">Dario Fo &amp; Franca Rame Archive</eclap:label>
</eclap:Group>
</eclap:Content>
That is mapped to EDM as:
<rdf:RDF …>
<edm:ProvidedCHO rdf:about="urn:axmedis:00000:obj:36b2407e-0ca0-4f44-892b-ebf254118a2d">
<dcterms:extent xml:lang="it">1 pagine</dcterms:extent>
<dcterms:spatial>Italia</dcterms:spatial>
<dc:description xml:lang="it">Tavole a colori di Dario Fo.</dc:description>
<dc:rights xml:lang="it">Archivio Dario Fo e Franca Rame, alcuni diritti riservati</dc:rights>
<dc:title xml:lang="it">Sant'Ambrogio - 2005 Testo teatrale di Dario Fo. 32/116</dc:title>
<dc:type xml:lang="it">Disegni</dc:type>
<dc:date xml:lang="it">2005</dc:date>
<dc:language xml:lang="it">it</dc:language>
<dc:type rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/Classification/PerformingArtsType/504"/>
<edm:type>IMAGE</edm:type>
</edm:ProvidedCHO>
<edm:WebResource
rdf:about="http://www.eclap.eu/europeana/urn:axmedis:00000:obj:36b2407e-0ca04f44-892b-ebf254118a2d">
<edm:rights>http://www.europeana.eu/rights/rr-f/</edm:rights>
</edm:WebResource>
<ore:Aggregation
rdf:about="urn:axmedis:00000:obj:36b2407e-0ca0-4f44-892bebf254118a2d:aggregation">
<edm:aggregatedCHO rdf:resource="urn:axmedis:00000:obj:36b2407e-0ca0-4f44-892b-ebf254118a2d"/>
<edm:dataProvider>Dario Fo &amp; Franca Rame Archive</edm:dataProvider>
<edm:provider>ECLAP, e-library for Performing Arts</edm:provider>
<edm:rights>http://www.europeana.eu/rights/rr-f/</edm:rights>
<edm:isShownAt rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/euroepana/ urn:axmedis:00000:obj:36b2407e-0ca04f44-892b-ebf254118a2d"/>
<edm:object rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/gif/urn_axmedis_00000_obj_36b2407e-0ca0-4f44-892bebf254118a2d.gif"/>
ECLAP project
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</ore:Aggregation>
<skos:Concept rdf:about="http://www.eclap.eu/Classification/PerformingArtsType/504">
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="it">Teatro</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Theatre</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="da">Teater</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="nl">Theater</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="fr">Théâtre</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="de">Theater</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="el">Θέατρο</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="hu">Színház</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="pl">Teatr</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="pt">Teatro</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="es">Teatro</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="ca">Teatre</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="sl">Gledališče</skos:prefLabel>
</skos:Concept>
</rdf:RDF>

2.8

Delivery Method to Europeana Office

The delivery of metadata to the Europeana Office it is done using an OAI-PMH server that publish the
metadata using the ECLAP schema. An XSLT has been developed to transform the source XML to EDM
compliant schema; this XSLT is used at Europeana to transform records to EDM.
For each partner a specific OAI set has been created allowing updating only the relevant records.
The ingestion and production of records for Europeana follows the following steps:
1. Partners upload XML with metadata to the Metadata Mapping Portal that is mapped and then
published for ECLAP portal
2. When a publish notification is received the metadata records are ingested in the ECLAP portal
3. If content is set to be present on the ECLAP FTP, it is checked if it is present and files that are not
present are reported to the user.
4. If no errors are found the ingestion of content starts.
5. After 1 week from the ingestion/content upload the content is checked for the minimal metadata
needed by Europeana. In case it is ok the content workflow state transit from Uploaded to UnderApproval otherwise an email is sent to the user.
6. When content is Under-approval it can be manually published or automatically published for
Europeana (depends on the choice of the partner)
7. Regularly content that is marked published for Europeana is published on the OAI-PMH server. In
this phase it is also checked if the preview icon with the minimum requirements for Europeana is
present.

2.9

Metadata Interoperability Best Practices

In the context of the ECLAP/EUROPEANA initiative there exist two phases of metadata ingestions, as
presented in Section 2.3 (Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2). Initially metadata from various providers are ingested
to the ECLAP repository, while during the second phase of ingestion ECLAP metadata are made available to
the EUROPEANA repository.
One of the most important principles in metadata ingestion is interoperability. In the ECLAP context
interoperability can be interpreted as the ability to provide uniform access to ingested metadata from
different sources. In this section we discuss the best practices applied to ingest proprietary metadata into the
ECLAP digital library network and to process ECLAP metadata in terms of search and retrieval.
ECLAP project
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This paragrraph is basedd on the stud
dy on metaddata interoperability best practices prresented in [2]
[ by L. M..
Chan and M
M. L. Zeng. According
A
to [2] these praactices are peerformed on three differeent levels:
 Schhema level: Efforts are focused onn the elemen
nts of the schemas, beiing independent of anyy
appplications. Thhe results ussually appeaar as derived
d element sets or encodeed schemas, crosswalks,,
appplication proffiles, and elem
ment registriies.
 Reccord level: Efforts
E
are intended to iintegrate thee metadata records
r
throuugh the map
pping of thee
elem
ments accordding to the semantic meaanings of theese elements. Common rresults includ
de convertedd
recoords and new
w records resulting from ccombining values
v
of exissting recordss.
 Reppository leveel: With harvested or inntegrated reccords from varying
v
sourc
rces, efforts at this levell
focuus on mappping value sttrings assoc iated with particular
p
eleements (e.g.., terms asso
ociated withh
subj
bject or formaat elements).. The results enable crosss-collection searching.
s
In this parragraph we focus on th
he best praactices adoptted by ECL
LAP in ordeer to achiev
ve metadataa
interoperabiility:
2.9.1 Derrivation
In this apprroach, a new
w schema is derived from
m an existing
g one. In a collection
c
off digital dataabases wheree
different coomponents have
h
different needs annd different requirementts regardingg description
n details, ann
existing com
mplex schem
ma may be used as thee source or model
m
from which new
w and simpleer individuall
schemas maay be deriveed. Specific derivation m
methods incllude adaptatiion, modificaation, expan
nsion, partiall
adaptation, translation, etc.
e In each case,
c
the new
w schema is dependent
d
on
n the source sschema.
According tto Section 2.4,
2 the ECLA
AP metadataa schema (ass defined by
y DSI UNIFII) is divided
d in differentt
parts as deppicted in Figgure 2-4. Thee Dublin Coore metadata part (DC an
nd DCTERM
MS) reports Dublin
D
Coree
metadata deescribing thhe content. Therefore
T
thhe ECLAP schema
s
adop
pts elementss from the Dublin
D
Coree
schema andd may be connsidered its derivation.
DC

Technical Metadata

• dc:co
ontributor
• dc:co
overage
• ...

• ecclap:Type
• ecclap:ProviderID
• ...

DCTERMSS
• dcterms:altternative
• dcterms:conformsTo
• ...

Performinng Arts
Metadata

ECLAP
M
Metadatta
Schemaa

• xml:@lang
• eclap:FirstPPerformance
• ...

Figure 2-4: E
ECLAP Meta
adata Schema
a

2.9.2 Application Profiles
P
Even withinn a particulaar informatio
on communnity, there arre different user
u
requirem
ements and special
s
locall
needs. The details provvided in a paarticular sch ema may no
ot meet the needs
n
of all user groupss. Therefore,,
based on the notion thatt metadata sttandards are necessarily localized
l
and
d optimized ffor specific contents,
c
thee
concept of aapplication profiles,
p
a typ
pical approacch to accomm
modating ind
dividual needds, emerged [6]. While a
particular exxisting schem
ma or schem
mas are usedd as the basiss for description in a parrticular digittal library orr
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repository, individual needs
n
are meet through a set of speciffic applicatio
on guidelinees or policiess establishedd
for a particuular interest or
o user group
p.
EDM/ESE

EC
CLAP

EUscreeen

CARARE

ED
DM-fp

DM2E
E

Figure 2-5: A
Application profiles
p
of thee Europeana Data Model and Europea
ana Semanticc Elements Sp
pecification

According to Figure 2-5,
2
the EC
CLAP, EUsccreen, CAR
RARE, EDM
M-fp, and D
DM2E schem
mas may bee
considered application profiles of the
t EDM annd ESE scheemas specificcally designeed to meet the
t needs off
different user communitties. The EU
Uscreen schem
ma is design
ned to represent metadataa related to videos,
v
stills,,
texts and auudio from Euuropean broaadcasters andd audiovisuaal archives. The
T CARAR
RE schema iss designed too
establish a sservice that will
w make diigital contentt for Europe's unique arcchaeological monuments and historicc
sites interopperable with Europeana. The EDM-fpp schema is an adaptation
n of the EDM
M schema ad
dapted to thee
needs of thee fashion secctor. Finally the DM2E sschema was developed fo
or use withinn the Digitall Humanitiess
community.
2.9.3 Cro
osswalks
A crosswalkk is “a mappping of the elements, seemantics, and
d syntax from one metaadata schemee to those off
another” [7]. Currently, crosswalkss are by far the most commonly useed method too enable inteeroperabilityy
between and among meetadata schem
mas. This m
method begins with indep
pendent metaadata schemaas. Attemptss
are made too map or creeate crosswaalks betweenn equivalent or comparab
ble metadataa terms. Thee mechanism
m
used in crossswalks is usually a charrt or table thhat representts the semantic mapping of data elem
ments in onee
data standarrd (source) to those in an
nother standaard (target) based
b
on the similarity off function orr meaning off
the elementts [8].
In the ECL
LAP context there exist two
t
levels off crosswalking. On the first
f
level, ass depicted in
n Figure 2-66
each partneer contributinng content an
nd metadata to the ECLAP initiativee has its mettadata conten
nt organizedd
based on a different schhema. Suppo
ose that we hhave three diifferent prov
viders contribbuting conten
nt organizedd
based on thhe metadata schemas A, B, and C. Based on these
t
schemas the metaadata instancces A.1, A.22
(correspondding to schem
ma A) and B.1, B.2 (correesponding to
o schemas B and C) weree created. Baased on threee
different m
mappings (croosswalkings)) mA, mB, and mC th
hese metadatta instances are transforrmed to thee
ECLAP.1, E
ECLAP.2, ECLAP.3,
E
an
nd ECLAP.44 metadata in
nstances thatt comply witth the ECLA
AP metadataa
ingestion scchema. The metadata mapper
m
adoptted has been
n MINT, wh
hile the ECL
LAP metadaata ingestionn
model is thhe one providded by ECLA
AP portal. T
These metadaata can be uniformly
u
acccessed from the ECLAP
P
portal as perrforming art content.
On the secoond level of crosswalking
g, the metaddata instancess ECLAP.1, ECLAP.2, E
ECLAP.3, an
nd ECLAP.44
are transformed to thhe metadata instances E
EUROPEAN
NA.1, EURO
OPEANA.2,, EUROPEA
ANA.3, andd
EUROPEAN
NA.4 based on the map
pping mE. T
This second crosswalk iss performed directly by the ECLAP
P
service porttal directly without
w
the ussage of a mettadata mapper.
The new meetadata instannces comply
y with the EU
UROPEANA
A schema and
d can be unifformly accessed from thee
EUROPEAN
N portal alonng with other digitized ittems from vaarious domain
ns. It shouldd be noted thaat:
 the MIN
NT tool of NTUA
N
has beeen used to eexecute a paart of mappin
ng of the firsst crosswalk. NTUA hass
been ressponsible forr set up and maintenance
m
e of MINT an
nd support paartner in its uusage.
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most off the maps haave been direectly developped by ECLA
AP partners, SI has superrvised their development
d
t
and impplementationn with particu
ular care to thhose of CTFR as stated into the contrract.
ECLAP
P ingestion model
m
has beeen developedd by DSI and
d used as a reeference for iingestion
ECLAP
P in additionn is enriching
g the ECLAP
P semantic model
m
for ing
gestion adoppted for the first
f
layer off
crosswaalking to reaach the real ECLAP sem
mantic modeel with a larrger metadatta semantic model. Thiss
activityy is performeed by ECLAP
P back officee and tools to
t add: annottations, com
mments, geolo
ocations, vipp
namingg via dbpedia, collection
ns, playlists, score, tech
hnical metadata, etc. etc . (activities and modelss
developped by DSI UNIFI).
U
ECLAP
P full semanttic model haas been develloped by DS
SI and used as
a a source ffor creating the
t EDM byy
generatiion exploitinng the ECLA
AP tools direcctly developeed by DSI alsso.
SchemaA
A

ECLAPSche
emas

Metad
ata
Metad
ata

m
A

Ing.
Metad
SchemaB
B
Metad
ata

SchemaC
C

m

m

EDM

Ing.
Metad

Ing.
Metad

Metad
Schema
ata

ECLAP Enrichment



m
E

Ing.
Metad

Metad
ata

Metad
ata

Metad
ata

Metad
ata

Figure 2-6
6: Crosswalk
king example in the ECLA
AP context.

2.9.4 Sw
witching-across
Crosswalkinng among multiple
m
schem
mas is not oonly extremely tedious an
nd labour inttensive but also
a requiress
enormous inntellectual efffort. For exaample, a onee-way crossw
walk requires one mappinng process (A
AB), and a
two-way croosswalk requuires two maapping processses (AB and
a BA). The
T process becomes mo
ore and moree
cumbersom
me when more schemas arre involved. A four-scheema crosswallk would reqquire twelve (or six pairss
of) mappingg processes. As a resultt, using a sw
witching sch
hema (new or
o existing) tto channel crosswalking
c
g
among multtiple schemaas has becom
me a well-acceepted solutio
on.
etadata Framework an
nd Metadatta Registry
2.9.5 Me
ven solution..
A frameworrk can be connsidered as a skeleton uppon which vaarious objectts are integraated for a giv
The need fo
for a metadaata frameworrk is best deemonstrated by emerging
g digital preeservation effforts. Whilee
many organnizations havve developed
d metadata foor digital preeservation in support of th
their own acttivities, suchh
efforts havee been condducted largely in isolatiion, lacking any substan
ntial degree of cross-orrganizationall
coordinationn. It becomees obvious th
hat a metadaata frameworrk is needed to representt a consensu
us of leadingg
experts and practitionerss and could be
b readily appplied to a brroad range off such activitties [9].
PEANA mettadata schem
mas ESE and EDM are metadata
m
fram
meworks for pproviding a single
s
accesss
The EUROP
point to millions of boooks, painting
gs, films, muuseum objeccts and archival records tthat have beeen digitizedd
throughout Europe. Thuus Europeanaa is an authorritative sourcce of informaation comingg from Europ
pean culturall
and scientiffic institutionns. Moreoveer the ECLA
AP metadataa schema is a frameworkk for provid
ding a singlee
access poinnt for perform
ming arts co
ontent. Contrributions to Standardizattion bodies hhave been prepared
p
andd
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provided too the correspponding bodiies. See ECL
LAP DE4.3.1 Performing
g Arts Metaadata vs Stan
ndardization,,
http://www..eclap.eu/1155121 .
The purposse of a metaadata registry
y is fairly sttraightforwarrd: to collecct data regarrding metadaata schemas..
Because thee reuse of existing
e
mettadata terms is essentiall to achievin
ng interoperrability amon
ng metadataa
element setts, the identification of existing
e
term
ms becomes a prerequisitte step in any
ny new metadata schemaa
developmennt process. Thus
T
the presence of a m
metadata reg
gistry applicaation “promootes the wid
der adoption,,
standardizattion and intteroperability
y of metadaata by faciliitating its diiscovery, annd reuse, across diversee
disciplines aand communnities of practice” [10].

Figu
ure 2-8: Meta
adata standarrds adopted by
b ECLAP co
ontent providders.

In the ECLA
AP domain, a metadata registry
r
was created baseed on the ressults and the analysis of the
t providedd
questionnairres and sampples of the most
m commonnly used metadata standards among ccontent proviiders. Dublinn
Core, MAR
RC, EAD, CDWA
C
and a simplifiedd customizatiion of FRBR
R are the m
mostly adopted metadataa
schemas as depicted in Figure 2- while
w
the majjority of con
ntent providers did not usse any stand
dard for theirr
metadata.
The work pperformed on
o standards and ECLA
AP metadata highlighted that an urggent action is
i needed too
converge too widely shaared metadataa standard foor performin
ng arts. ECLAP posed thhe basis for this work ass
highlighted in Deliverabble http://ww
ww.eclap.eu/1115121 and in
i the resultss received froom the stand
dard bodies.
2.9.6 A M
Metadata Repository
R
Based on tthe Open Archives
A
In
nitiative (OA
AI) Protoco
ol
OAI-PMH ((Open Archiives Initiative Protocol foor Metadata Harvesting) is a protocoll developed by the Openn
Archives Innitiative. It iss used to harv
vest (or colleect) the metaadata descrip
ptions of the records in an
a archive soo
that servicess can be buillt using metaadata from m
many archivess.
The ECLAP
P Repositoryy has facilitaated the connstruction off an automateed "ingestionn" system, based
b
on thee
Open Archhives Initiativve Protocol for Metadaata Harvestin
ng (http://www.eclap.euu/115121). Through
T
thiss
protocol, metadata flow
ws into the Meetadata Repoository with a minimum of
o ongoing hhuman intervention.
In ECLAP two differennt OAI-PMH
H servers havve been set up.
u One, loccated in Atheena, for the ingestion off
metadata inn output of the MINT tool
t
and acccessed by th
he ECLAP Service
S
Portaal. A second
d located inn
Florence at ECLAP Porrtal premises to export thee metadata to
o Europeana.
2.9.7 Aggregation
AP Metadata Repository eemploys an automated
a
in
ngestion systtem based on
n OAI-PMH,,
As describeed, the ECLA
whereby meetadata flows into the Metadata Repoository with a minimum of ongoing hhuman interv
vention. Thee
ECLAP, froom this persppective, functions essentiially as a mettadata aggreg
gator.
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Four categories of problems that limit the usefulness of metadata have been identified by: (1) Missing data:
elements not present, (2) Incorrect data: values not conforming to proper usage, (3) Confusing data:
embedded html tags, improper separation of multiple elements, etc., and (4) Insufficient data: no indication
of controlled vocabularies, formats, etc. It is possible that these problems could be partially eliminated
through a process called aggregation in a metadata repository. The notion behind this process is that each
metadata record contains a series of statements about a particular resource, and therefore metadata from
different sources can be aggregated to build a more complete profile of that resource.
ECLAP allows to aggregate and to relate metadata originating from different content providers. A detailed
report on content aggregation is presented in the corresponding part of this document.
A second source of aggregation in ECLAP has been performed by the ECLAP tools to create: collections,
playlists and annotations. Some of the semantic information have been used to enrich the metadata and
provide to Europeana richer EDM models.
2.9.8 Element-based and Value-based Crosswalking Services
While presently crosswalks have paved a way to the relatively effective exchange and sharing of schema and
data, there is a further need for effective crosswalks to solve the everyday problem of ensuring consistency in
large databases that are built of records from multiple sources. According to [11] there is a need for robust
systems that can handle validation, enhancement, and multiple character encodings and allow human
guidance of the translation process. It is stated that usable crosswalks must have the following
characteristics:
 A set of mappings between metadata standards that is endorsed by a stakeholder community.
 A machine-processable encoding.
 A well-defined relationship to source and target metadata standards, which must make reference to
particular versions and syntactic encodings.
The tools used by ECLAP allowed value based crosswalking services and enrichment by enabling a set of
conditional restriction related to the metadata values.

3 Content selection and aggregation
The dramatic increase of the quantity of cultural heritage resources available online is challenging our usual
ways of studying and accessing culture [14]. Cultural heritage institutions are facing the necessity to
guarantee the retrieval, valorisation and, eventually, the re-usability of their Non Book Materials and texts.
Within ECLAP, the possibility of aggregating content - pertaining to different media type, institutions,
performing arts and nations - in significant clusters, represents an opportunity for performing arts institutions
to increase the accessibility to their resources. For example, each ECLAP partner, through its own wall page,
can present users with an overview of the collections hosted by ECLAP and enhance the most precious and
rare resources through the Featured Content page or, as embedded content, within the presentation page.
To aggregate content also means to contextualize a single resource in relation to other elements or resources:
on ECLAP, content can be compared and contextualized at a transnational level, as the aggregation activities
which can be performed on the portal allow content providers to relate their own items to those provided by
other partners. In addition to this, digital objects can be compared with the content already accessible
through Europeana, since, whenever a user chooses to visualize a resource on the ECLAP portal, some
related objects from Europeana are shown as embedded thumbnails provided with provenance information.
It has to be noted that, in the case of the traditional performing arts forms, historians looking back at the past
cannot directly analyze the object of their studies (i.e. the performance) as it may happen, for example, in the
field of fine arts, but need to collect documents of different nature (e.g.: letters, sketches, biographies,
articles, interviews, etc.) and type (texts, images, video and audio recording) to get an idea of what the event
performed in the hic et nunc might have been [15]. Besides, scholars do not just reconstruct the mise-enscène, but also investigate, comparing different documents, the artistic process and the coeval socio-political,
economic and cultural circumstances in which they took place [16]. Also students are usually encouraged to
ECLAP project
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apply the same method to study the performing arts phenomena, especially when they are approaching the
subject of their studies from a theoretical perspective.
For these reasons, the wide range of possibilities offered by ECLAP to further enrich and contextualize the
resources and connecting them through users’ annotations and tools such as Mystoryplayer
http://www.eclap.eu/3748 and the Social Graph http://www.eclap.eu/116088 are particularly useful for the
purposes of research and education, which proved to be the most representative area ECLAP end-users
belong to [17]. Both these tools have been selected by Europeana and included into the Europeana pro web
pages. Other categories of users, such as the performing arts lovers and professionals, will benefit from the
aggregations obtained through the tools, as they can be useful to orient those users who are not domain
experts to browse through the ECLAP environment, while professionals will be able to deepen their
knowledge or to transform the ECLAP cultural repository in a source to draw material to produce new
creations.

3.1

Featured Content Section, Content Partners’ Wall, Top Rated Page

Some of the content provided by partners is unique or particularly rare: in order to enhance such resources
and guarantee their retrieval, they are clustered both in the Featured Content section and in each partner’s
Wall Page. The first solution displays an overall selection of the best of the ECLAP resources as aggregated
content, the latter clusters best items pertaining to the same provider and relates them to their “mother”
institution thus contextualizing them in respect to the collection they belong to.
Each content partner has a group, which is accessible through the Content Providers menu: groups have their
own blog, a forum and different pages to display their items. The first page the user visualizes when
choosing to explore a group is the Wall Page, that can be customized by each content provider and allows
institutions to present their history, activities and mission. Most of the ECLAP partners also enriched this
page by describing their collections and contextualizing them, both from a cultural and an historical point of
view. Best items of each content provider are displayed as embedded videos, images and texts.
Through the Featured Content section and the Wall Pages, users can easily retrieve what domain experts
consider as valuable documents for the performing arts history, while a third option, represented by the Top
Rated section, makes it also possible to browse that content users contributed to aggregate with their positive
evaluation and comments.

3.2

Search Filters and Location Map

Content aggregation can be performed using the ECLAP Search Filters and the Classification, through the
following categories:
- Content Language
- Format
- Genre
- Group
- Historical Period
- Management and Organisation
- Metadata Language
- Movements and Styles
- Performing Arts
- Professionals
- Published by
- Subject
Filters and Classification allow users to aggregate items and contextualize them in relation, for example, to a
specific genre or historical period, while the document type and format can be selected both through the
filters and through an additional search button. The classification, the specific performing arts metadata
elements and the filtered search make it possible to draw cross-cultural comparisons, for example, to realize
that the same genre may occur in different time span depending on the country in which the event took place
or to see how the same subject is addressed in different geographical areas.
Geographic information on the resources can be further analyzed through a geolocation tool which links
items to the Location Map in order to aggregate and contextualize content in regard to the place it was
ECLAP project
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created httpp://www.eclap.eu/drupall/?q=home/loocation . Th
he map is not just shhowing the single item
m
provenance (fig. 3-1), buut also a clusster of all thee other resou
urces related to the same area. Throug
gh the zoom,,
it is also possible to get a global oveerview of thee geographic provenance of the ECLA
AP content.

Figuree 3-1: Locatio
on Map

3.3

Play
ylists and Collection
ns

Another waay to aggregaate content iss the creationn of playlists and collectio
ons http://ww
ww.eclap.eu//3738 .
Playlists givve users the possibility to
t play seriess of multimeedia items in
n a specific oorder, defined during thee
editing phasse. The user may choosee to insert in the playlist not an entiree video or auudio, but justt the fractionn
of a video, audio or an image for a certain timee interval (fig
g. 3-2). Oncee the editingg phase is completed, thee
user’s playllist can be saaved and mettadata recordds can be add
ded, in order to store it inn the databasee as a digitall
object and tto make it rettrievable botth for its creaator and otheer users [6].

Figuree 3-2: Player loaded in ord
der to choose a media segm
ment for the pplaylist

Collections are sets of objects:
o
audiio, video, im
mages, texts, playlists, zip
p files, pdf ddocuments, etc.,
e
groupedd
together on the basis off the user’s purposes. Colllections can
n be monograaphic or builtt as a first sttep to collectt
the content needed to prrepare a lessson for the e--learning env
vironment (L
LMS). Colleections may be
b publishedd
on the portaal or saved by the user ass private cont
ntent, visible only to theirr creator, if ppublished, co
ollections aree
indexed as nnew content and becomee visible to aall registered
d users [19]. This
T processs is functionaal for leisuree
ECLAP projecct
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and social aactivities, butt especially for
f educationnal purposes,, as both priv
vate and pubblished collecctions can bee
automaticallly exported on the LMS area of ECL
LAP. Teacheers can thereefore organizze their preseentations forr
classes and then publishh them, thus allowing theeir colleaguess to reuse leaarning objectts that have been
b
alreadyy
shaped to illustrate a speecific topic or
o point out a certain aspeect of a subjeect. From thiis point of viiew, ECLAP
P
can operatee as a learninng content reepository suppplying teach
hers and students with ittems already
y aggregatedd
from a criticcal point of view.
v
The possibiility to gatheer items in pllaylists that can then be included in collections iis of great im
mportance too
assemble reesources beloonging to thee same seriess such as pho
otographs, leetters or videeo clips of a same event..
For examplle, shootingss of the samee moment off a show tak
ken by differrent angles ccan be group
ped within a
playlist, whhile the sequuence of thee different pparts of the show
s
can bee reconstruccted by orgaanizing thesee
collectionss related to
playlists inn chronological order within a coollection. Transnational
T
o a specificc
performance or artist caan also be sh
haped clusterring diverse document ty
ypes associat
ated to the saame event orr
person but pprovided by different insttitutions.

Figure
F
3.3: Bllock to organ
nize collection
ns

3.4

Social Graph

Through thee Social Graaph it is possible to get ann immediatee visual repreesentation off all the item
ms and eventss
connected tto an object through all kind of diffferent relatio
onships (fig. 3-4) http://w
www.eclap.eeu/116088 .
This interacctive applicattion aggregates related obbjects and co
ollections, dy
ynamically sshowing each
h connectionn
through arcs and declariing the type of relationshhip through nodes.
n
The usser can decidde which kin
nd of clusterss
and relationnships to expplore by tick
king boxes w
which can open or close the
t existing connections built on thee
basis of peoople (Creatorr, Colleaguess, Administrrators, Group
ps, Writer, Group
G
Membeer), events (A
Annotations,,
Publicationss, Commentss, User’s fav
vourites, Taxxonomy) or related
r
conteent (Collectioons, Object List,
L Relatedd
Objects). This way the item is rapiidly contextuualized in reespect to oth
her items, buut also to thee taxonomy,,
annotations and commeents. Moreov
ver, it is posssible to view
w all the even
nts related too the ECLAP
P lifecycle off
the resourcee, for example to know who
w publisheed it and to which
w
instituttion it belonggs to. The basic
b
idea forr
this navigattion tool is to
t make the browsing exxperience mo
ore intuitive and associaative, helping
g the user too
find new coonnections within
w
the con
ntent aggregaation and witth other userss1.

1

For furtherr details plea
ase visit http://www.eclap
p.eu/116088 and paragraph 4.6 of thiss deliverable
e.
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Figu re 3.4 – Social graph
g

3.5

MyS
StoryPlaye
er

MyStoryPlaayer is a tooll that allows users to annnotate multim
media objectts and draw ttemporal con
nnections byy
organizing iitems on a multiple
m
timelline http://ww
ww.eclap.eu
u/3748. In My
yStoryPlayerr items do no
ot need to bee
played one after anotheer, but can co
oexist on thee same page simultaneou
usly, integrat
ating each oth
her and thuss
giving the uuser the possibility to lay
yer content inn a more com
mplex structu
ure than that allowed by playlists
p
andd
collections ((fig. 3-5).

Figure 3-5 – MyStoryPla
ayer interfacee

This tool allso allows syynchronizing
g audiovisuaal objects, which
w
is of capital imporrtance in thee case of thee
multicameraa shootings of
o performan
nces, rehearssals, seminarrs and acting
g classes provvided by EC
CLAP. Whenn
all the threee angles persspectives (fro
ontal, left andd right side) caught by th
he camera arre aggregated
d and playedd
simultaneouusly, it is poossible, for example,
e
to analyse the acting techn
nique of an aactor by viewing on thee
same page aand in the sam
me moment what he is ddoing with is right and lefft profiles andd with his whole body.
As for the ccase of playliists and colleections, to clu
luster items in
i a structureed way is useeful to reconstruct eventss
(fig. 3-6) aand to prepaare presentaations or muultimedia essays on a certain
c
subjeects. In the educationall
environmennt, MyStoryP
Player allowss teachers too prepare dyn
namic lesson
ns showing iimages, texts, audio andd
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video recorrdings, moreoover, annotaations can bee added on th
he timeline and
a displayeed during a specific
s
timee
interval.

Figure 3-6: Reconstructio
R
on of an even
nt through My
yStoryPlayerr

MyStoryPlaayer do not only
o
allows multiple
m
conttemporary viiews but also
o multiple chhoices on wh
hat should bee
enhanced annd put on thhe foregroun
nd: each timee the same structured
s
co
ontent is repllayed, users can view inn
different waays, perform
ming a new experience,
e
w
which can bee saved and shared with other users,, thus givingg
teachers thee opportunityy to reuse and
a enrich thheir colleagu
ues’ learning
g objects andd students to
o access thee
didactic conntent.
The semanttic connectioons can be visualized thhrough the Social Graph, while froom a specifiic page it iss
possible to explore the network
n
of reelationships among audio
ovisual conteent defined bby using My
yStoryPlayer,,
as shown inn the figure below
b
(fig. 3-7),
3
where ttwo differentt views are available:
a
byy clicking on
n them, userss
can access tthe corresponding interactive page, w
where they can
c drag and
d drop a videeo to see its relationships
r
s
with the othhers [20].

Figure 3-7: Relation
nships among
g audiovisual content
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4 Content Enrichment on ECLAP service Portal, augmentation and rich
media
ECLAP provides services and tools for automated content ingestion, adaptation, metadata ingestion and
editing, semantic information extraction, indexing and distribution by exploiting the most innovative and
consolidated technologies [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41]. The content ingestion may start taking
metadata and content files from any kind of archive and/or database or by providing them via FTP and/or
web based utilities. Once the metadata area ingested, an intelligent content processing back office is capable
of collecting and automatically repurposing content for distribution via pc and mobiles, coping with more
than 500 digital file formats.
ECLAP supports the institutions in all their activities: metadata selection and mapping, content ingestion, to
the definition and management of permissions and licenses on contents, and finally managing their users on
ECLAP services. For details about the ECLAP ingestion process and facilities see: http://www.eclap.eu/3739
.
According to ECLAP workflow, the obtained metadata are sent to Europeana only after that the metadata
have been enriched and linked to a reachable digital resource and when the IPR details have been finalized,
with needed quality level. The IPR management and the assignment of access restrictions is a way to enable
the increment of possible available content on the internet. Permissions as IPR models can be enforced on
content by each ECLAP institution (content owner), by using the IPR Wizard tool [38]. An ECLAP IPR
Model can be associated with each single content or collection. The IPR model has been derived from the
work performed on MPEG-21. This means that access rules are imposed to restrict and regulate the content
access taking into account: content format (video, audio, document, etc.), actions/rights (play, download,
stream, embed, etc.), device (PC, mobile, mobile application), users’ type (private, public, educational, etc.),
location (nationality, university, ..), resolution (HD, high quality, medium, low, etc.) [37]. This model for
content distribution with IPR management, is associated with a strong legal model as Terms of Use and
privacy policy (see them on the portal). This allowed ECLAP to have in two years of content ingestion and
distribution only one IPR resolution to be managed, that have been solved in a couple of emails, despite to
the high number of newly published and accessed content items, and content providers involved, coming
from different nationalities. For details about the IPR model and tools see: http://www.eclap.eu/4021
The ECLAP content management performs a wide range of metadata enrichment activities (based on AXCP
media grid [42]). The typical metadata enrichments performed by ECLAP can be the addition of technical
descriptors of source files, the addition of more languages, the geo localization passing from location named
into metadata and descriptors to formal GPS position, the production of QR codes for museum inspection
and linkage (see it as augmented reality first step), the content aggregation, the addition of comments and
tags, the association of taxonomical classification, the establishing of connections with dbPedia open data,
the addition of a formal IPR license descriptor, the association of univocal date and time, the association of
an UUID (permitting the management of any kind of identifiers that may be available for the single content
element such as: ISBN, ISAN, ISMN, private coding IDs, etc.), the production of LOD model, the content
aggregations, etc. [37]. As a result, the content is described in terms of metadata based on the so called
ECLAP semantic model which is much richer than the ECLAP ingestion model [43]. For the ECLAP
metadata ingestion model: http://www.eclap.eu/40876.
Therefore, the activity of content publishing to Europeana and as Open Data is very simple for the
institutions since the content can be automatically ingested in several different manners, processed and
automatically adapted for format, metadata and IPR, to arrive to be published as full content information on
ECLAP service portal, while a subset of the metadata are provided to Europeana according to the EDM,
Europeana Data Model. The enriched metadata are also made available in different formats (as LOD, OAIPMH, DC, etc.) for the former institutions (content providers) and for massive diffusion and promotion.
Thus, the content published on ECLAP is widely indexed on all major engines and can be accessed from any
kind of device, from PC, TV and mobiles. The ECLAP service also allows to update and review the extended
metadata, for example to make corrections, add more details and/or additional languages, create links with
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other sources, etc., and automatically provides the updates towards Europeana, LOD, ECLAP, mobile, etc.
For more details about the ECLAP semantic model see ECLAP deliverable on page support:
http://www.eclap.eu/3609
The ECLAP content model on WEB also allows the embedding (Copy HTML) of ECLAP content in third
parties portals. The institutions may exploit ECLAP as streaming service for the audio-visual content by
integrating in their lighter servers the provided HTML code of the ECLAP players. For details about citation
and embedding: http://www.eclap.eu/40876

4.1

Linking to Geonames dataset

In order to link content record with Geonames, the data fields containing geographical information were
analyzed to find matches with names that are present in the Geonames dataset. The fields considered are the
(first)performance place, city and country. Since exact matching does not produce sufficient results the
matching was done using full text search of the metadata field over the geographical names, the results have
been filtered requiring that the words of the matched name have to be present in the metadata field.
Moreover, when the country field is identified for the identification of city or place the search is limited to
names of that country.
An analysis was performed on the values matched for the (First) Performance City, Country and Place as
reported in Table 3-1. For each of the distinct values of the fields were evaluated if the match with the
geoname entity was correct, wrong or missing. It can be seen that there is a high precision for City and
Country and quite low for the Place. While there is a high recall for the City and quite low for the Country.

precision
94,74%
City
Country 98,72%
65,77%
Place

values
recall #good #wrong #missing
96,12%
198
11
8
52,74%
77
1
69
-684
356
?

No evaluation was done for the missing places for the high number of places to be evaluated.
The high number of missing for the country is due to the fact that are present countries names with 2 letter
ISO codes that are not present in the geonames names indexed. This can be improved considering also this
possibility. While the high number of wrong for the Place values is due to places matched that do not agree
with the city, in general the places do not provide values that are present in the geonames database when the
city and/or country are provided. However there are records that have in the Place field also City and
Country information and for these values the matching was good (precision 82,19%).
Since many objects share the same value for the Place, City and Country in Table 3-2 is reported the same
evaluation considering the number of objects having the value that was considered good, wrong or missing.

precision
98,08%
City
Country 99,54%
54,04%
Place

objects
recall #good #wrong #missing
98,83% 23708
463
280
16,08% 7354
34
38368
-4962
4220
?

This leads to similar results the number of repeated values increases the precision for City and Country while
decreasing it for Places and increasing the recall for City and decreasing it for Country.
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4.2

Date
e extractio
on and tim
meline

A module w
was developeed to normaliize the data iinformation that is availaable in all thee different fiields that aree
present likee dc:date, dctterms:issued
d, but also prresent in otheer fields thatt are non neccessarily relaated to datess
like dc:desccription and in
i fields like Performanc eDate, FirstP
PerformanceDate, RecorddingDate, etcc.
There are caases that the date is ambiguous like 002/03/2010, is it March 2nd or Februaary 3rd? To disambiguate
d
e
the date we made the hyypothesis thaat the same pprovider usess the same daate format foor all the dates and whenn
the date is ambiguous the
t most freq
quent way oof representin
ng dates by the providerr is used to interpret thee
date.
The date innformation thhat is extractted is used tto build an interactive viiewer of thee timeline, a prototype iss
available at http://www..eclap.eu/tim
meline as it caan be seen in
n Figure 4-1. The user can
an zoom on a date doublee
clicking on it or selectinng a bar can see
s for the daate selected in
i which kin
nd of fields thhat date is ussed. The userr
can also check/uncheckk which kind
ds of fields sshe is interessted in for ex
xample in Fiigure 4-2 is reported thee
case of perfformance dattes.

Figure 4-1: T
Timeline view
wer prototypee

Fig
gure 4-2: Tim
meline for perrformance da
ates

4.3

Nam
mes identiffication

Another enrrichment devveloped is th
he identificattion of namees in the metadata fields. The problem
m of Namedd
Entity Recoognition in teext is a well--known probblem and it can
c be solved
d with a variiety of solutions rangingg
from simplee grammars to
t machine learning.
l
How
wever there is also the problem of iddentifying sy
ynonyms andd
reviewing thhe names auttomatically identified.
i
The solutionn developed is made of th
hree phases
1. Thee metadata fields are analyzed to identify nam
mes using an
a applicatioon based on
n the GATE
E
fram
mework [21]] and in partticular the A
ANNIE plugiins with som
me additionaal Jape rules.. The namess
ECLAP projecct
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idenntified are sttore in the db
d and assocciated with the
t metadataa field referrring to it. A special textt
anaalyzer for thee Italian deveeloped by DS
SI in the pastt has been exploited.
2. A w
web applicattion is used to review th
the names id
dentified allo
owing the usser to black
klist wronglyy
idenntified namees and to agg
gregate moree names undeer the same name
n
telling the system that
t
they aree
synnonyms of a ‘master’ nam
me. In this pphase the sy
ystem suggessts possible ssynonyms fo
or a selectedd
nam
me (see Figurre 4-3).
3. Thee names that are identifieed as ‘root’ nnames are seearched on dbpedia and aamong the ECLAP
E
userss
to ppossibly assoociate metadaata fields to ssuch entities..
The three pphases are ruun in parallell allowing thhe user to not wait for the elaborationn of the hug
ge number off
metadata fieelds to start working
w
on blacklisting
b
w
wrong namess or associatiing synonym
ms.

Figure 4-3: Phase 2 web
b application

4.4

ECL
LAP Linked Open Da
ata Servic
ce

Linked Data is a techniique for dataa publishing that uses com
mmon Web technologiess to connect related dataa
and make thhem accessibble on the Web.
W
It is bassed on identtifying resou
urces with HT
TTP Uniform
m Resourcee
Identifiers ((URI), and, using stand
dards like thee Resource Description Frameworkk (RDF) to provide
p
dataa
about these resources annd to connectt them to othher resourcess on the Web [22].
Regarding the descripttion of reso
ources the bbest practicees for publisshing linkedd data suggeest to reusee
vocabulariees already avaailable. Reusse can be donne by using classes
c
and properties
p
as they are or by
b creating a
specific voccabulary and defining sub
b classes andd sub propertties of the on
nes already deefined.
Some well kknown basic vocabularies are presentt:
 Dubblin Core (htttp://purl.org/dc/terms/ ) ffor the descrription of hum
man-created arti-facts,
 Frieend of a Friend (http://xm
mlns.com/foaaf/1.0/ ) for th
he descriptio
on of personss, organizatio
on and
relaations amongg them,
 Creeative Comm
mons (http://creativecomm
mons.org/ns#
# ) for the rep
presentation oof legal information
aboout works,
 Bassic Geo Vocaabulary (http
p://www.w3.oorg/2003/01//geo/wgs84_
_pos# ) for baasic properties for the
reprresentation of
o geographiccal coordinattes.
ECLAP projecct
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In the fieldd of perform
ming arts, theere are somee contributio
ons, not all the
t aspects aare covered by a singlee
vocabulary.. The Music Ontology [23] used by B
BBC program
mmes and mu
usic [24] andd DBtune cov
vers only thee
music relateed informatiion, the Link
ked Movie D
Database hass a vocabulaary specific ffor the film domain andd
other ontoloogies like DB
Bpedia [25] and
a Freebasee are quite geeneric.
Another releevant aspectt is the descriiption of annnotations of multimedia
m
content,
c
the A
Annotea projject [26] wass
one of the first to adoopt semanticc web technnologies for annotations but it was originally designed
d
forr
annotations of web sitees and thereefore offers llimited capaabilities for annotating m
multimedia objects.
o
Thee
LEMO annotation fram
mework [27] built on top of Annotea model supports annotatiions of mediia fragmentss
[28]. Recenntly the Openn Annotation
n Collaboratiion [29] model has been
n proposed aand it is designed for thee
use as linkeed data.
4.4.1

antic model
ECLAP Sema

n where almo
ost all the maayor entities managed byy
In Figure 4--4, the generral ECLAP semantic moddel is shown
the system aare reported.

Figure 4-4: ECLAP Sem
mantic model

The Contennt elements thhat representt the contentt managed by
y the portal are
a associatedd with Group
ups/Channelss
providing tthe content (each ECLA
AP content provider haas a group).. Moreover each conten
nt can havee
Comments aand can be associated
a
wiith terms takeen from a tax
xonomy. Content is speccialized in Evvents, Blogs,,
WebPage, F
Forum and Media
M
Objeccts. Blogs, W
WebPages an
nd Forums are used for pproviding neews, generall
unstructuredd informatioon and for stimulating users discusssions on sp
pecific topiccs while Meedia Objectss
represent thhe multimeddia content and
a their agggregations th
hat are accesssible from the ECLAP portal. Thee
Media Objeects are speccialized in AV
VObjects (Im
mage, Video,, Audio) thaat can be useed in Annota
ations and inn
Playlists. P
Playlists aggrregate AVObjjects in a seqquence allow
wing to use even
e
a fragm
ment of the Audio/Video.
A
.
Collections aggregate a set of Media
a Objects annd in this case can includ
de also Docum
ments, Playllists and alsoo
other Collecctions. Annotations are used
u
to assocciate a textuaal description
n with an auddio visual ob
bject or to itss
fragment, m
moreover it is possible to
o associate w
with another audio visuall object (or iits fragment)) allowing too
link two auudio visual contents
c
or even differeent parts of the same co
ontent. This kind of ann
notations aree
presented too the user viaa the MyStorryPlayer tooll [30], [31].
In Figure 4--5, the relations among Users
U
and otther entities are
a depicted. A user mayy be a memb
ber of one orr
more groupps and he/shee can be the group adminnistrator. Eacch content iss provided byy a user and
d each Mediaa
ECLAP projecct
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Object may be marked as favorite (similar to the facebook “Like”) by an user, moreover a group
administrator can mark the content as to be featured on the featured object list on the portal. Comments and
Annotations are linked to the user that created them. Finally users are linked with other users with the
‘knows’ relation that builds the classical ‘social graph’ and each user can specify the topic of interests among
the taxonomy terms.
Each Media Object is associated with different sets of metadata, the general Dublin Core metadata (e.g. title,
subject, type, description), the Technical metadata related to the content and its management (e.g. audo/video
duration, workflow type), the metadata per IPR management and specific metadata for performing arts
information (e.g., performance place, performance date, performing arts type, etc.). To be noted that some of
the Dublin core and performing arts metadata elements (e.g. coverage, spatial, performance place,
performance city and country) can be associated with GeoNames entities to allow to link to the GeoNames
linked data service.
foaf:knows

User

foaf:member
admin
isProvidedBy
isFavouriteOf
isFeaturedBy
dc:creator

dc:creator
foaf:topic_interest

Group/Channel

Content

Media Object

Comment
Annotation
TaxonomyTerm

Figure 4-5: Relations of users with other entities

In Table 4-1, some of the properties specifically defined for performing arts are reported. These properties
are defined as specialization of Dublin core properties and they were identified analyzing the metadata
schemas used by ECLAP partners as well as schemas used by other projects and metadata standards. Among
the properties identified information about the performance depicted in the resource (place, city, country and
date), the premiere of the performance (place, city, country and date), the contributors to the creation of the
performance each with the specific role (actor, dancer, light designer, hairdresser) is present.
Table 4-7. Some performing arts metadata properties

ECLAP project

property
performancePlace

sub property of
dcterms:spatial

performanceCity
performanceCountry
performanceDate
firstPerformancePlace

dcterms:spatial
dcterms:spatial
dcterms:issued
dcterms:spatial

firstPerformanceCity
firstPerformanceCountry
firstPerformanceDate
plotSummary
performingArtsProfessional

dcterms:spatial
dcterms:spatial
dcterms:issued
dcterms:abstract
dcterms:contributor

dancer
actor
director
…

performingArtsProfessional
performingArtsProfessional
performingArtsProfessional

description
theatre or venue of the
performance
city of the performance
country of the performance
date of the performance
venue of the premier of the
performance
city of the premier
country of the premier
date of the premier
summary of the plot
person
involved
in
the
performance realization
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A complete description of the ECLA
AP metadata fields is repo
orted in [32].
4.4.2 ECLAP LOD service
s
P portal alloows to access RDF desccriptions of digital resources that aare available on it usingg
The ECLAP
specific UR
RIs, the RDF description of the resouurce is provid
ded in case of
o a LOD ena
nabled browser otherwisee
the standardd web brow
wsers are red
directed to tthe usual HTML
H
page with a hum
man readablee descriptionn
http://www..eclap.eu/1033998 . Also the
t taxonom
my terms used
d to classify content are aaccessible ussing LOD ass
well as the content annootations that relate them,, the groups to which thee content is bbound (e.g., the group off
the providerr) and the EC
CLAP users.
The URIs cuurrently suppported are in
n the forms:






httpp://www.eclapp.eu/resource/o
object/<axoid>
>
httpp://www.eclapp.eu/resource/tterm/<tid>
httpp://www.eclapp.eu/resource/aannotation/<aiid>
httpp://www.eclapp.eu/resource/g
group/<gid>
httpp://www.eclapp.eu/resource/u
user/<uid>

where <aaxoid> iss the id
dentifier aassigned to
o the content whhen uploaaded (e.g.,,
urn:axmediss:00000:obj:04e0caef-b33b-4f4a-ba550-a80d96766192), <tid>
> is the idenntifier of thee vocabularyy
term (e.g., 5501 for Dance), <aid> is
i the identiffier assigned
d to the annotation, <gid>
d> is the iden
ntifier of thee
group (e.g.,, 3160 for thhe Developm
ment group) and <uid> is the identifier of the uuser (e.g., 1 is the portall
administratoor).
The followiing links are present amo
ong:
 the content and the vocabulaary terms,
 a coontent and thhe aggregated
d content (e.gg., collection
n, playlist) co
ontaining it,
 the content and the groups that
t are usedd to provide the content (each
(
ECLA
AP content prrovider has a
grouup),
 a coontent and thhe annotation
ns that descriibe it,
 the users and coontent, group
ps and annotaations,
 the content andd the GeoNaames vocabuulary for the places wherre performannces were heeld, they aree
provvided as a reesult of an en
nrichment maade on the metadata.
m
In Figure 44-6, an exam
mple of how
w a content iis related wiith vocabulaary/taxonomyy terms, collections andd
annotations is reportedd. For the description
d
oof the entitiees a specificc ontology hhas been deesigned, thiss
perties and classes
c
are deereferenceable and pointt
ontology is available as a linked data. All URIs uused for prop
to the ontoology descripption (e.g., http://www.e
h
eclap.eu/scheema/eclap/peerformancePPlace) both as
a RDF andd
human readdable documeentation in HTML.
H

Figure 4-66: Example relaation among a c ontent with colllections, taxono
omy terms and annotations
ECLAP projecct
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4.4.3 Content description
Each content is described using RDF, the fields that are already Dublin Core terms in the ECLAP model are
provided as they are, while the specific fields for ECLAP are provided by using specific properties (e.g.,
eclap:performancePlace) that are declared refinements of more generic properties taken from standard
schemas (e.g., dcterms:spatial).
The relations with the vocabulary are provided by using specific properties (e.g., eclap:genre for the terms of
the genre hierarchy) linking the LOD URIs to the terms. Also these properties are declared as sub properties
of Dublin Core terms.
The relations with other aggregated content like collections are provided using dcterms:isPartOf and
dcterms:hasPart properties. Relations with the group of the content provider that is giving the content are
offered by specific properties, eclap:isProvidedBy and eclap:provides (both sub properties of dc:relation).
These relations allows to link all the content, in particular it can be useful for crawlers allowing them to
harvest all the content of a provider. The following is an example:
<rdf:RDF …>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/object/urn:axmedis:00000:obj:04..">
<dc:title xml:lang="en">you PARA | DISO</dc:title>
<dc:description xml:lang="en">In July 2010 Emio Greco and Pieter C. Scholten presented their perormance "you
PARA | DISO" at Salle Garnier de l'Opéra de Monte-Carlo. You PARA | DISO is the last performance around Dante’s
Divina Commedia. … </dc:description>
<dc:publisher xml:lang="en">iTheatre</dc:publisher>
<dc:subject xml:lang="en">dance</dc:subject>
<dc:format>video</dc:format>
<dc:rights xml:lang="en">erik lint</dc:rights>
<dc:rights xml:lang="en">emo greco &amp; pc</dc:rights>
<dc:creator xml:lang="en">emio greco &amp; pc</dc:creator>
<dc:creator xml:lang="en">erik lint</dc:creator>
<eclap:performancePlace>Salle Garnier de l'Opéra de Monte-Carlo</eclap:performancePlace>
<eclap:performanceCity>Monte-Carlo</eclap:performanceCity>
<eclap:performanceCountry>Monaco</eclap:performanceCountry>
<eclap:performanceCountry rdf:resource="http://sws.geonames.org/2993457/"/>
<eclap:performanceDate>July 2010</eclap:performanceDate>
<eclap:choreographer>Emio Greco</eclap:choreographer>
<eclap:choreographer>Pieter C. Scholten</eclap:choreographer>
<eclap:historicalPeriod
rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/term/567"/>
<eclap:performingArtsType
rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/term/501"/>
<eclap:managementAndOrganization
rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/term/514"/>
<dcterms:isPartOf
rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/object/urn:axmedis:00000..."/>
<eclap:hasAnnotation
rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/annotation/SideAnnotation_130..." />
…
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

4.4.4 Taxonomy description
ECLAP provides six thesauri of terms for the classification of content (for a total of 231 terms):







Subject (e.g., Teaching, Philosophy, Multiculture)
Genre (e.g., Comedy, Comic, Drama)
Historical period (e.g., Contemporary, Classical, XX Century)
Movement and style (e.g., Experimental, Theatre of the absurd)
Performing arts type (e.g., Dance, Ballet, Music, Rock, Theatre, Noh)
Management and organization (e.g., Performance, Choreography )

Each term in the thesauri is described using SKOS [33], the relations among the concepts are provided using the
broader/narrower properties, and each term is described with multilingual labels in 13 different languages. Moreover,
each term is linked with all the content items that use that term using a specific isSubjectOf property. The following is
an example:
ECLAP project
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<rdf:RDF>
<skos:Concept rdf:about="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/term/501">
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="it">Danza</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Dance</skos:prefLabel>
…
<skos:broader rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/term/664"/>
<skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/term/540"/>
<skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/term/539"/>
<skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/term/507"/>
<skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/term/506"/>
<eclap:isSubjectOf
rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/object/urn:axmedis:000... "/>
<eclap:isSubjectOf
rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/object/urn:axmedis:000... "/>
…
</skos:Concept>
</rdf:RDF>

4.4.5 Annotations description
The annotations are used to describe the whole content or its fragment associating it with it a textual
description and with another content or fragment. The annotations can be also associated with a classification
term (e.g. scene, gesture, character).
The annotations are described using the Open Annotation Collaboration ontology
(http://www.openannotation.org/) that is currently in working draft, the hasTarget property refers to the
object being annotated, the FragmentSelector class is used to specify the temporal fragment of the annotated
resource that is subject to the annotation and the hasBody property refers to the annotation body that can be
the reference to another content or a text description. The annotatedBy property is used to relate the
annotation to the user that created it and the annotatedAt indicates when the annotation was created. The
following is an example:
<rdf:RDF xmlns:oa=”http://www.w3.org/ns/oa#”
xmlns:cnt=”http://www.w3.org/2011/content#”>
<oa:Annotation
rdf:about="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/annotation/SideAnnotation_13010...">
<oa:hasTarget>
<oa:SpecificResource>
<oa:hasSource
rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/object/urn:axmedis:0.."/>
<oa:hasSelector>
<oa:FragmentSelector>
<rdf:value>t=npt:10,60</rdf:value>
<dcterm:conformsTo rdf:resource=”http://www.w3.org/TR/media-frags/”/>
</oa:FragmentSelector>
</oa:hasSelector>
</oa:SpecificResource>
</oa:hasTarget>
<oa:hasBody
rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/object/urn:axmedis:..."/>
<oa:hasBody>
<cnt:ContentAsText>
<cnt:chars>this is an annotation</cnr:chars>
<dc:format>text/plain</dc:format>
</cnt:ContentAsText>
</oa:hasBody>
<oa:annotatedBy rdf:resource="http://www.eclap.eu/resource/user/1"/>
<oa:annotatedAt>2013-02-28T20:00:00</oa:annotatedAt>
</oa:Annotation>
</rdf:RDF>
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4.4.6 User description
Considering the privacy implication of publishing personal information about the user, minimal personal
user information is provided, namely only the nickname is provided. However other relations are available
such as:








the ‘knows’ relation that connect with ‘friends’ users,
the featured content,
the favorite content,
the uploaded content,
the annotations created,
the subscribed groups,
the taxonomy terms of interest to the user.

The following is an example of the description of an user:
<rdf:RDF …>
<foaf:Person rdf:about=”http://www.eclap.eu/resource/user/45”>
<foaf:nick>bellini</foaf:nick>
<foaf:knows rdf:recource=”http://www.eclap.eu/resource/user/1” />
<foaf:topic_interest rdf:resource=”http://www.eclap.eu/resource/term/501” />
<eclap:isMemberOf rdf:resource=”http://www.eclap.eu/resource/group/3160” />
<eclap:isAdminOf rdf:resource=”http://www.eclap.eu/resource/group/3160” />
<eclap:createdAnnotation
rdf:resource=”http://www.eclap.eu/resource/annotation/SideAnnotation...” />
<eclap:hasFavorite
rdf:resource=”http://www.eclap.eu/resource/object/urn:axmedis:000...” />
<eclap:hasFeatured
rdf:resource=”http://www.eclap.eu/resource/object/urn:axmedis:000...” />
</foaf:Person>
</rdf:RDF>

The property isMemberOf is the inverse of the foaf:member property and the createdAnnotation property is
the inverse of oa:annotatedBy. The hasFavourite property is defined as a sub property of foaf:interest

4.5

Social graph

The ECLAP portal allows to display and to navigate the relations present among the entities managed by the
portal http://www.eclap.eu/116088 . The ‘Social Graph’ of a Media Object is shown when a content is
played and the graph related to the user is shown at user login. This graph is a simplification of the
information that is available via Linked Data and the terminology used for relations is not always the same
used in LOD.
The graph is made of two kind of nodes, rectangular shaped nodes represent entities (content, terms, users,
etc.) while circular shaped nodes represent relations. Directed edges connect an entity node to a relation node
and a relation node to an entity node. Regarding the user interactions the user is able to:







Expand an entity node with its relations adding them to the graph
Focus on an entity, in this case the graph is cleared and only the focused node is shown with its relations
Open the page associated with the node
use the Back button to go back to previous states of the graph (e.g. after a focus)
Zoom/Pan the view
Hide/show types of relations to reduce the complexity of the graph

A special node is the 'More' node that is presented when in a relation are present many nodes (e.g., the content
associated with a group). In this case, providing all nodes could be infeasible thus a limited number of nodes is provided
and a 'more' node is added to the relation. Clicking on it other nodes are added to the relation in a way similar to
classical pagination used to present long lists in HTML.
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Figure 4-7: T
The ECLAP Social Graph
h

In Figure 4--7, an exampple of ECLA
AP social grapph of a conteent is shown after expandding some no
odes.
The relationns visualizedd by the sociaal graph are:
 MeddiaObject  creator  User (who hhas uploaded
d the object)
 MeddiaObject  groups  Group, … (th
the groups where the objeect is associaated)
 MeddiaObject  collections  Collectioon, … (the co
ollections wh
here the objeect is present))
 MeddiaObject  places  Place,
P
… (thee geonames places
p
referreed by the objject)
 MeddiaObject  taxonomies  Taxono myTerm, … (the taxonom
my terms ass ociated with
h the object)
 MeddiaObject  annotation
ns  Annotaation, … (the annotations associated w
with the object)
 MeddiaObject  comments  Commennt, … (the com
mments asso
ociated with tthe object)
 MeddiaObject  related objjects  MeddiaObject, … (the objectss that are ‘sim
milar’ to an object)
o





the objects th
hat were featu
ured by the uuser)
Useer  featureed  MediaObject, … (th
Useer  publicaations  MeediaObject, … (the objeccts uploaded by the user)
Useer  colleaggues  Userr, … (the otheer user that are
a colleaguees of the userr)
Useer  groupss  Group, … (the groupps subscribed
d by the user)
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TaxonomyTerm  objects  MediaObject, … (the objects that are associated with a term)





Collection  objects  MediaObject, … (the objects that are part of the collection)
Comment  writer  User (the user that wrote the comment)
Annotation  writer  User (the user that created the annotation)

The Social Graph is also presented in the Europeana ThoughtLab page on new ways of searching and
browsing (http://pro.europeana.eu/web/guest/thoughtlab/new-ways-of-searching-and-browsing#SocialGraph).
We have analysed how the users interact with the social graph. We have found that from the content
visualizations coming from 16,031 different IP addresses 740 interacted also with the social graph (expand,
more, focus, open) that is about 4.6%.
The most requested operation is to open a node (36%), then to explore a node (33%) and then to see the more
related content (12%), the focus operation is at about 10% on 3030 operations requested since the social
graph was activated (2013-01-29) until the end of June 2013. In these six months there were an average of 19
interactions per day with a maximum of 77 interactions (2013-04-12) and an average of 3.3 interactions per
IP address per day with a maximum of 15 interactions per IP per day.
Figure 4-8 reports in more details the distribution of the interactions among the different types of actions.
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Figure 4-8: distribution of user interactions on social graph
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AMICO
CDWA
CRM
DC
EAD
EDM
ESE
FRBR
IMS
IPTC
LIDO
MARC21
METS
MODS
MPEG
OAI-PMH
OWL
OWL DL
RDF
RDFS
SKOS
SPECTRUM
VRA
XML
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Art Museum Image Consortium
Categories for the Description of Works of Art
Conceptual Reference Model
Dublin Core
Encoded Archival Description
Europeana Data Model
Europeana Semantic Elements Specification
Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records
Instructional Management Systems
International Press Telecommunications Council
Lightweight Information Describing Objects
Machine-Readable Cataloguing
Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard
Metadata Object Description Schema
Moving Pictures Expert Group
Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting
Ontology Web Language
Ontology Web Language Description Logics
Resource Description Framework
Resource Description Framework Schema
Simple Knowledge Organisation System
Standard ProcEdures for CollecTions Recording Used in Museums
Visual Resources Association
Extensible Markup Language
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7 Appendix – Complete Mappings to the ECLAP schema
Table 7-1: The CTFR-mapping-export summary

Source

Target

/Export/Record/Subject
it
it
it
it
/Export/Record/ProviderContentID
/Export/Record/ProductionRecord
/Export/Record/Coverage
/Export/Record/TableOfContents
/Export/Record/PerformanceCountry
/Export/Record/Cast
it
/Export/Record/Provenance
/Export/Record/PersonRecord
/Export/Record/RecordingDate
/Export/Record/Extent
/Export/Record/HistoricalPeriod
/Export/Record/Creator
/Export/Record/PerformingArtType
/Export/Record/PerformingArtsGroup
BASIC_CONTENT
/Export/Record/Created
/Export/Record/Medium
/Export/Record/PieceRecord
/Export/Record/Rights
/Export/Record/Language
ctfr-ipr-model-1
/Export/Record/Title
/Export/Record/PerformanceCity
/Export/Record/AggregationID
/Export/Record/Relation
/Export/Record/HasVersion
/Export/Record/Date
/Export/Record/Source
/Export/Record/Issued
/Export/Record/FirstPerformanceDate
/Export/Record/PerformancePlace
/Export/Record/Type
/Export/Record/Title
/Export/Record/Genre
/Export/Record/Filename
/Export/Record/ArtisticMovementAndActingSt
yle
/Export/Record/Professional
/Export/Record/Format

/DC/subject
/DC/subject/@lang
/DC/description/@lang
/DC/title/@lang
/DC/type/@lang
/TechnicalMetadata/ProviderContentID
/PerformingArtsMetadata/ProductionRecord
/DC/coverage
/DCTERMS/tableOfContents
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Performance/Country
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Cast
/PerformingArtsMetadata/@lang
/DCTERMS/provenance
/PerformingArtsMetadata/PersonRecord
/PerformingArtsMetadata/RecordingDate
/DCTERMS/extent
/PerformingArtsMetadata/HistoricalPeriod
/DC/creator
/PerformingArtsMetadata/PerformingArtType
/PerformingArtsMetadata/PerformingArtsGroup
/TechnicalMetadata/Type
/DCTERMS/created
/DCTERMS/medium
/PerformingArtsMetadata/PieceRecord
/DC/rights
/DC/language
/TechnicalMetadata/IPRModelID
/DC/title
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Performance/City
/TechnicalMetadata/AggregationID
/DC/relation
/DCTERMS/hasVersion
/DC/date
/DC/source
/DCTERMS/issued
/PerformingArtsMetadata/FirstPerformance/Date
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Performance/Place
/DC/type
/TechnicalMetadata/AggregationName
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Genre
/TechnicalMetadata/ProviderContentUrl
/PerformingArtsMetadata/ArtisticMovementAndActingSt
yle
/PerformingArtsMetadata/PerformersAndCrew
/DC/format
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/Export/Record/Contributor
/Export/Record/Publisher
/Export/Record/FirstPerformancePlace
it
/Export/Record/IsFormatOf
/Export/Record/IsPartOf
/Export/Record/IsVersionOf
CTFR
/Export/Record/FirstPerformanceCountry
/Export/Record/PlotSummary
/Export/Record/Description
/Export/Record/PerformanceDate
it
/Export/Record/FirstPerformanceCity

/DC/contributor
/DC/publisher
/PerformingArtsMetadata/FirstPerformance/Place
/DC/rights/@lang
/DCTERMS/isFormatOf
/DCTERMS/isPartOf
/DCTERMS/isVersionOf
/TechnicalMetadata/ProviderID
/PerformingArtsMetadata/FirstPerformance/Country
/PerformingArtsMetadata/PlotSummary
/DC/description
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Performance/Date
/DCTERMS/tableOfContents/@lang
/PerformingArtsMetadata/FirstPerformance/City

Table 7-2: The MUZEUM_new_v06a_mapping summary

Source
/metadata/record/ManagementAndOrganization
/metadata/record/dc.Subject
en
en
en
en
/metadata/record/ProviderContentID
/metadata/record/Cast
/metadata/record/PerformanceCountry
en
/metadata/record/dc.Alternative
/metadata/record/HistoricalPeriod
en
/metadata/record/dc.Creator
/metadata/record/PerformingArtType
BASIC_CONTENT
/metadata/record/dc.References
/metadata/record/dc.Rights
/metadata/record/dc.Language
/metadata/record/IPRModel
/metadata/record/dc.Title
/metadata/record/PerformanceCity
/metadata/record/ProfessionalActor
en
/metadata/record/FirstPerformanceDate
/metadata/record/PerformancePlace
/metadata/record/dc.Type
/metadata/record/ContentLocation
/metadata/record/ArtisticMovementAndActingSt
yle
/metadata/record/dc.Contributor
en
/metadata/record/dc.Publisher
ECLAP project

Target
/PerformingArtsMetadata/ManagementAndOrganization
/DC/subject
/DC/subject/@lang
/DC/description/@lang
/DC/title/@lang
/DC/type/@lang
/TechnicalMetadata/ProviderContentID
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Cast
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Performance/Country
/PerformingArtsMetadata/@lang
/DCTERMS/alternative
/PerformingArtsMetadata/HistoricalPeriod
/DCTERMS/isPartOf/@lang
/DC/creator
/PerformingArtsMetadata/PerformingArtType
/TechnicalMetadata/Type
/DCTERMS/references
/DC/rights
/DC/language
/TechnicalMetadata/IPRModelID
/DC/title
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Performance/City
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Professional
/DCTERMS/references/@lang
/PerformingArtsMetadata/FirstPerformance/Date
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Performance/Place
/DC/type
/TechnicalMetadata/ProviderContentUrl
/PerformingArtsMetadata/ArtisticMovementAndActingS
tyle
/DC/contributor
/DC/publisher/@lang
/DC/publisher
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/metadata/record/FirstPerformancePlace
en
/metadata/record/dc.IsPartOf
slo
MUZEUM
/metadata/record/FirstPerformanceCountry
/metadata/record/PlotSummary
/metadata/record/dc.Description
/metadata/record/PerformanceDate
en
en
/metadata/record/FirstPerformanceCity
Actor

/PerformingArtsMetadata/FirstPerformance/Place
/DC/rights/@lang
/DCTERMS/isPartOf
/DCTERMS/alternative/@lang
/TechnicalMetadata/ProviderID
/PerformingArtsMetadata/FirstPerformance/Country
/PerformingArtsMetadata/PlotSummary
/DC/description
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Performance/Date
/DC/contributor/@lang
/DC/creator/@lang
/PerformingArtsMetadata/FirstPerformance/City
/PerformingArtsMetadata/Professional/@role

Table 7-3: Transformation of metadata records on Table 2-1 with respect to the ECLAP schema

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<eclap:ECLAPObjectWrap xmlns:eclap="http://www.eclap.eu/ECLAPSchemaV0"
xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" xmlns:xalan="http://xml.apache.org/xalan">
<eclap:ECLAPObject>
<eclap:DC>
<dc:coverage>Milano, Coordinates: Lat: 45 28 00 N degrees minutes Lat: 45.4667 decimal degrees Long:
009 12 00 E degrees minutes Long: 9.2000 decimal degrees </dc:coverage>
<dc:creator>Franca Rame, Dario Fo</dc:creator>
<dc:description xml:lang="it">Dattiloscritto dell'atto unico "Grasso è bello!" di Franca Rame, Dario Fo e
alcune idee di Jacopo Fo. Revisione di Franca Rame aggiornata al 2008.</dc:description>
<dc:format>pdf</dc:format>
<dc:language>it</dc:language>
<dc:rights xml:lang="it">CTFR</dc:rights>
<dc:subject xml:lang="it">testo</dc:subject>
<dc:title xml:lang="it">Grasso è bello!</dc:title>
</eclap:DC>
<eclap:DCTERMS>
<dcterms:extent>55 pag</dcterms:extent>
</eclap:DCTERMS>
<eclap:TechnicalMetadata>
<eclap:Type>BASIC_CONTENT</eclap:Type>
<eclap:ProviderID>CTFR</eclap:ProviderID>
<eclap:ProviderContentID>55500</eclap:ProviderContentID>
<eclap:ProviderContentUrl>content/archivioforame/PARL/2008/TEST/55500/55500.pdf</eclap:ProviderCo
ntentUrl>
<eclap:AggregationID>PARL</eclap:AggregationID>
<eclap:AggregationName>Grasso è bello!</eclap:AggregationName>
<eclap:IPRModelID>ctfr-ipr-model-1</eclap:IPRModelID>
</eclap:TechnicalMetadata>
<eclap:PerformingArtsMetadata xml:lang="it">
<eclap:FirstPerformance/>
<eclap:Performance/>
</eclap:PerformingArtsMetadata>
</eclap:ECLAPObject>
</eclap:ECLAPObjectWrap>
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Table 7-4: Transformation of metadata records on Table 2-2 with respect to the ECLAP schema

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<eclap:ECLAPObjectWrap xmlns:eclap="http://www.eclap.eu/ECLAPSchemaV0"
xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" xmlns:xalan="http://xml.apache.org/xalan">
<eclap:ECLAPObject>
<eclap:DC>
<dc:creator xml:lang="en">Leo Kulaš archive</dc:creator>
<dc:description xml:lang="en">Costume photo from the performance L'impresario di Smirne, written by
Carlo Goldoni, directed by Paolo Magelli</dc:description>
<dc:language>en</dc:language>
<dc:publisher xml:lang="en">Produced by: HNK Zagreb</dc:publisher>
<dc:rights xml:lang="en">For information about the rights holder please contact Muzeum, Institute of Art
Production, Mediation and Publishing Ljubljana.</dc:rights>
<dc:subject xml:lang="en">theatre performance, costume design</dc:subject>
<dc:title xml:lang="slo">Kostumi, Leo Kulaš (št.19), L'impresario di Smirne</dc:title>
<dc:title xml:lang="en">Costumes, Leo Kulaš (No. 19), L'impresario di Smirne</dc:title>
<dc:type xml:lang="en">Image</dc:type>
</eclap:DC>
<eclap:DCTERMS>
<dcterms:isPartOf xml:lang="en">Leo Kulaš</dcterms:isPartOf>
</eclap:DCTERMS>
<eclap:TechnicalMetadata>
<eclap:Type>BASIC_CONTENT</eclap:Type>
<eclap:ProviderID>MUZEUM</eclap:ProviderID>
<eclap:ProviderContentID>MLJ2346_LKulas_Impresaria</eclap:ProviderContentID>
<eclap:ProviderContentUrl>In_process/MLJ2346_LKulas_Impresaria.jpg</eclap:ProviderContentUrl>
<eclap:IPRModelID>MUZEUM_all_CC-BY-NC-ND </eclap:IPRModelID>
</eclap:TechnicalMetadata>
<eclap:PerformingArtsMetadata xml:lang="en">
<eclap:FirstPerformance>
<eclap:Country>Croatia</eclap:Country>
<eclap:Date>1993</eclap:Date>
</eclap:FirstPerformance>
<eclap:Performance/>
<eclap:Professional role="Costume_designer">Leo Kulaš</eclap:Professional>
<eclap:Professional role="Director">Paolo Magelli</eclap:Professional>
<eclap:Professional role="Playwright">Carlo Goldoni</eclap:Professional>
<eclap:PerformingArtType>Theatre</eclap:PerformingArtType>
<eclap:HistoricalPeriod>XX Century</eclap:HistoricalPeriod>
</eclap:PerformingArtsMetadata>
</eclap:ECLAPObject>
</eclap:ECLAPObjectWrap>
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8 Appendix – Complete ECLAP Schema
8.1

General information

axoid
unique identifier identifying the content on the portal, the id is based on UUID identification
url
The url on the portal where the content
http://www.eclap.eu/drupal?q=home&axoid=<axoid>

is

available

it

is

of

the

form:

nid
drupal node id identifier, id associated by drupal to the content.
Version
Version number of the content, it is incremented when an update is performed
InsertUpdateTime
Date and time when the content was uploaded or when it was updated. The date is in the format YYYYMM-DDThh:mm:ss.
ProviderId
ECLAP provider acronym used to identify the provider
ProviderName
Complete name of the provider
DefaultMetadataLanguage
default language used for the description of the resource, it should be a 2 letter ISO language code.

8.2

Digital resource information

Format
The resource format it can be “audio, video, document, image, crossmedia, 3d, archive, tool, playlist,
collection”
Type
Specifies better the resource format for crossmedia (html, flash) and document (document, epub, pdf, excel,
slide, braille music)
Width
Width of the frame for image or video
Height
Height of the frame for image or video
Duration
Duration of audio or video resource in the form “hh:mm:ss.mm”
AvlMDVideo
Is “yes” if a medium definition video resource is available
AvlHDVideo
Is “yes” if a high definition video resource is available
ECLAP project
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Extension
The file extension for the digital resource.
Preview
Url used for the content preview, for video it is an animated gif.
AvlForPDA
Is “yes” if a version for WindowsMobile 6.5 has been produced
AvlForIPhone
Is “yes” if the content can be used on iPhone or in general on Smart Phones (iOS, Android,
WindowsPhone7)
AvlForPC
Is “yes” if the content can be used on a Personal Computer (Windows/MAC/Linux)

8.3

IPR information

IsPublic
Is “yes” if the IPR model associated with the content is public
IPRTitle
The title given to the IPR model associated with the content
IPRDescription
The description given to the IPR model associated with the content
EuropeanaRightsUrl
The Europeana Url given to the IPR model associated with the content
LicenseUrl
The license url given to the IPR model associated with the content

8.4

GeoSpatial Information

This section can provide a set of GPS coordinates
Latitude
The decimal representation of the latitude
Longitude
The decimal representation of the longitude
Radius
The radius in meters of the area where the content is “active”

8.5

Performing arts metadata

In this section are reported the metadata specific for performing arts.
FirstPerformance Place
Name of the theatre or venue where the performance taken place for the first time.
“Théâtre des Bouffes du Nord”
Examples
0..1
Count
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(1, 0..1, 0..many,
1..many)
the first performance is the première, therefore its “place”, might not correspond with
Notes
the
place
in
which
the
show
was
recorded.
For example: the opening night of “The Tragedy of Hamlet” directed by P. Brook
might
be
held
at:
“Théâtre
des
Bouffes
du
Nord”,
but what we are looking at on the ECLAP portal might be a video of the performance
held months later - while the show was touring – at “The Globe Theatre”
Refinement of
dcterms:spatial
FirstPerformance City
Name of the city where the first performance taken place.
“Paris”
Examples
0..1
Count
(1,
0..1,
0..many,
1..many)
the first performance is the première, therefore its “City”, might not correspond with the
Notes
city
in
which
the
show
was
recorded.
For example: the opening night of “The Tragedy of Hamlet” directed by P. Brook might
be held in: “Paris”, but what we are looking at on the ECLAP portal might be a video of
the performance held months later - while the show was touring – in “London”
dcterms:spatial
Refinement of
FirstPerformance Country
Name of the country where the first performance taken place
“France”
Examples
0..1
Count
(1,
0..1,
0..many,
1..many)
the first performance is the première, therefore its “Country”, might not correspond with
Notes
the
country
in
which
the
show
was
recorded.
For example: the opening night of “The Tragedy of Hamlet” directed by P. Brook might
be held in: “France”, but what we are looking at on the ECLAP portal might be a video of
the performance held months later - while the show was touring – in “England”.
dcterms:spatial
Refinement of
FirstPerformance Date
Date of the first performance
“2000-11-20”
Examples
0..1
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many,
1..many)
the first performance is the première, therefore its “date”, might not correspond with
Notes
the
date
in
which
the
show
was
recorded.
For example: the opening night of “The Tragedy of Hamlet” directed by P. Brook
might
be
held
in:
“2000-11-20”,
but what we are looking at on the ECLAP portal might be a video of the performance
held months later, in “2001-04-05”
DCTerms.issued
Refinement of
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Performance Place
Name
of
the

theatre

or

venue

where

the

shown

performance

taken

place

“The Globe Theatre”
Examples
0..1
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many,
1..many)
the first performance is the première, therefore its “place”, might not correspond with
Notes
the
place
in
which
the
show
was
recorded.
For example: the opening night of “The Tragedy of Hamlet” directed by P. Brook
might
be
held
at:
“Théâtre
des
Bouffes
du
Nord”,
but what we are looking at on the ECLAP portal might be a video of the performance
held months later - while the show was touring – at “The Globe Theatre”
dcterms:spatial
Refinement of
Performance City
Name of the city where the shown performance taken place.
“London”
Examples
0..1
Count
(1,
0..1,
0..many,
1..many)
the first performance is the première, therefore its “City”, might not correspond with the
Notes
city
in
which
the
show
was
recorded.
For example: the opening night of “The Tragedy of Hamlet” directed by P. Brook might
be held in: “Paris”, but what we are looking at on the ECLAP portal might be a video of
the performance held months later - while the show was touring – in “London”
dcterms:spatial
Refinement of
Performance Country
Name of the country where the shown performance taken place
“England”
Examples
0..1
Count
(1,
0..1,
0..many,
1..many)
the first performance is the première, therefore its “Country”, might not correspond with
Notes
the
country
in
which
the
show
was
recorded.
For example: the opening night of “The Tragedy of Hamlet” directed by P. Brook might
be held in: “France”, but what we are looking at on the ECLAP portal might be a video of
the performance held months later - while the show was touring – in “England”.
dcterms:spatial
Refinement of
Performance Date
Date of the shown performance
“2001-04-05”
Examples
0..1
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many,
1..many)
the first performance is the première, therefore its “date”, might not correspond with
Notes
the
date
in
which
the
show
was
recorded.
For example: the opening night of “The Tragedy of Hamlet” directed by P. Brook
might
be
held
in:
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Refinement of

“2000-11-20”,
but what we are looking at on the ECLAP portal might be a video of the performance
held months later, in “2001-04-05”
dcterms:issued

PerformingArtsGroup
Name of the theatre or dance company or musical group (if present)
“Momix”
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
None
Notes
dc:creator
Refinement of
PlotSummary
Summary of the plot
“Prince Hamlet mourns both his father's death and his mother, Queen Gertrude's
Examples
remarriage to Claudius. The ghost of Hamlet's father appears to him and tells him that
Claudius has poisoned him: Hamlet swears revenge, etc.”
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many,
1..many)
None
Notes
dc:description
Refinement of
Cast
Name/Names of a member of the cast.
“Ryszard Cieślak, Rena Mirecka, Antoni Jahołkowski, Mieczysław Janowski, Maja
Examples
Komorowska, Stanislaw Scierski”
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many,
1..many)
Use this element only if the Professional elements cannot be used, as the case of a cast
Notes
written in a single text that cannot be easily split in all the different professional people
dc:contributor
Refinement of
PerformersAndCrew
Name/Names of a performers and crew of a performance.
...
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many,
1..many)
Use this element only if the Professional elements cannot be used, as the case of a
Notes
performers written in a single text that cannot be easily split in all the different
professional people
dc:contributor
Refinement of
Professional
A list of the people involved in the performance indicating which role each person had in the performance
(eg. Actor, director, set designer etc.). It includes all the information listed in a playbill, such as the artistic
cast of the show and the technicians, but also the names of the troupe which recorded the performance (eg.
Cameraman, Director of Photography, etc.). Possible roles are:
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Acrobat
Actor
Adaptator
Architect
Assistant_director
Casting
Choreographer
Clown
Composer
Concept_originator
Costume_designer
Critic
Dancer
Director
Dramaturge
Hairdresser
Light_designer
Make-up_artist
Marketing_manager
Mask_designer
Mime
Musician
Patron
Performer
Playwright
Producer
Puppet_designer
Scenographer
Seamster
Set_builder
Set_designer
Singer
Sound_designer
Stage_manager
Technician
Theatre_manager
Theoretician
Translator
Other

Examples
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Notes
Refinement of

…
0..many
None
dc:contributor

Object
Objects used in the performance, (i.e. Sets, Costumes, Props, Programs, Prints, Drawings,...)
…
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Notes
DC.description
Refinement of
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Genre
The genre in which the work can be categorized (i.e. Ballet, Butho, Commedia dell'Arte, Drama, Feast
Flamenco, etc)
“Tragedy”
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
we will work on a shared vocabulary for this
Notes
dc:subject
Refinement of
PerformingArtType
Type of performing art present in the content.
“theatre”
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
identified in WP4 as cinema, dance, music, theatre, performance art
Notes
dc:type
Refinement of
HistoricalPeriod
Historical period the topic of the resource refers to.
“XV century”
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
None
Notes
dcterms:temporal
Refinement of
ArtisticMovementAndActingStyle
Artistic movement and acting styles in which the work can be categorized (e.g. Classicism, Dada, Epic,
Expressionism, etc.)
“Futurism”
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
we will work on a shared vocabulary for this
Notes
dcterms:type
Refinement of
ManagementAndOrganization
management and organization…
…
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Deprecated
Notes
RecordingDate
Date of creation of the digital object,
…
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many,
1..many)
Use this element in case what it is recorded is not a public performance (e.g. an
Notes
interview) otherwise use the Performance Date
dc:date
Refinement of
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PersonRecord
Credits for the audio or video recording
…
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Deprecated, use Professional elements
Notes
dc:contributor
Refinement of
PieceRecord
Credits for the text or image. The meaning of this field is a bit complex.... The text we are dealing with in
this field is the script of the play. We intend this field to be filled out with the original title of the
performance (eg. Medea) - which might differ from the title of the item (eg. Photo of Medea_2) - and with
the name of the person who wrote the script. The records pertaining to the novel or the literary work which
inspired the script should be mapped in the field "reference" instead; the field “reference” should also include
the title of the novel and its author(s).
Title: Il Principe Costante; scenario: Jerzy Grotoski; adaptation: Julius Slowacki
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
None
Notes
dcterms:references
Refinement of
ProductionRecord
Credits of the production team. the name of the producer(s) and of other people involved in the organization.
…
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Deprectaed, use the Professional element with the appropriate role
Notes
dc:contributor
Refinement of

8.6

DC – dublin core metadata

This section contains information about the dublin core metadata to be associated with the content to be
ingested:
title
The name given to the resource. Typically, a Title will be a name by which the resource is formally known.
The title of the original analog or born digital object. The title should be significant.
“Romeo and Juliet”
Examples
1..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Mandatory
Language
None
Notes
creator
An entity primarily responsible for making the content of the resource. Examples of a Creator include a
person, an organization, or a service. Typically the name of the Creator should be used to indicate the entity.
In ECLAP, the name of Partner uploading is kept automatically in a separate field. This is the name of the
creator of the original analog or born digital object. . This field should be used only to indicate the creator of
the work of art (usually the director for a performance, the author if we are dealing with a book, the
composer if we are uploading a script and so on). Often, in devised work, the creator might be the whole
company or the actors might collaborate with the director. Nevertheless I guess we need to set a rule to be
applied to every situation, so that I would consider actors and other artistic figures as contributors and
eventually explain in the field "description" if their role as creator of the performance was capital.
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Examples
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Language
Notes

…
0..many
Optional
None

subject
The topic of the content of the resource. Typically, a Subject will be expressed as keywords or key phrases or
classification codes that describe the topic of the resource. Recommended best practice is to select a value
from your own classification scheme. This is the subject of the original analog or born digital object.
…
Examples
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Mandatory
Language
None
Notes
description
An account of the content of the resource. Description may include but is not limited to: an abstract, table of
contents, reference to a graphical representation of content or a free-text account of the content. A
description
of
the
original
analog
or
born
digital
object.
Examples
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Language
Notes

…
0..many
Mandatory
None

publisher
The entity responsible for making the resource available. Examples of a Publisher include a person, an
organization, or a service. Typically, the name of a Publisher should be used to indicate the entity. In
ECLAP, the name of Partner that has provided the content is automatically tracked and stored in a different
field. The name of the publisher of the original analog or born digital object.
In case of a performance review the name of the newspaper where the review
Examples
was published
0..many
Count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
Notes

contributor
An entity responsible for making contributions to the content of the resource. Examples of a Contributor
include a person, an organization or a service. Typically, the name of a Contributor should be used to
indicate the entity. In most cases, the authors of a document are listed here. The name of contributors to the
original analog or born digital object. This could be a person, an organisation or a service.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
date
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A date associated with an event in the life cycle of the resource. Typically, Date will be associated with the
creation or availability of the resource. Recommended best practice for encoding the date value is defined in
a profile of ISO 8601 [Date and Time Formats, W3C Note, http://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-datetime] and
follows the YYYY-MM-DD format. If the full date is unknown, month and year (YYYY-MM) or just year
(YYYY) may be used. Many other schemes are possible, but if used, they may not be easily interpreted by
users or software. Use for a significant date in the life of the original analog or born digital object. Use
dcterms:temporal (or dc:coverage) if the date is associated with the topic of the resource.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
type
The nature or genre of the content of the resource. Type includes terms describing general categories,
functions, genres, or aggregation levels for content. Recommended best practice is to select a value from a
controlled vocabulary (for example, the DCMIType vocabulary http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-typevocabulary/ ). To describe the physical or digital manifestation of the resource, use the FORMAT element.
The type of the original analog or born digital object as recorded by the content holder, this element typically
includes values such as photograph, painting, sculpture etc.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Mandatory
language
None
notes
format
The physical or digital manifestation of the resource. Typically, Format may include the media-type or
dimensions of the resource. Examples of dimensions include size and duration. Format may be used to
determine the software, hardware or other equipment needed to display or operate the resource.
Recommended best practice is to select a value from a controlled vocabulary (for example, the list of Internet
Media Types [http://www.iana.org/ assignments/media-types/] defining computer media formats). The
unqualified element includes file format, physical medium or dimensions of the original and/or digital object.
Use this element for the file format of the digital object or born digital originals. Internet Media Types
[MIME] are highly recommended (http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/). Use of the more specific
elements dcterms:extent (dimensions) and dcterms:medium (physical medium) is preferred where
appropriate.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
identifier
An unambiguous reference to the resource within a given context. Recommended best practice is to identify
the resource by means of a string or number conforming to a formal identification system. Examples of
formal identification systems include the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) (including the Uniform
Resource Locator (URL), the Digital Object Identifier (DOI) and the International Standard Book Number
(ISBN). This is the identifier for the original analog or born digital object.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
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notes

None

source
A Reference to a resource from which the present resource is derived. The present resource may be derived
from the Source resource in whole or part. Recommended best practice is to reference the resource by means
of a string or number conforming to a formal identification system. In general, include in this area
information about a resource that is related intellectually to the described resource but does not fit easily into
a Relation element. In ECLAP, this value should be the URL or the filename of the original resource. The
file uploaded and the URL provided in the upload form are tracked automatically in different fields. This
element can be used for several different types of source that are related to the object (such as reference
sources). The name of the content holder should no longer be recorded here as a new element.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
language
A language of the resource. Use ISO 639 two letter language tags (it, en, fr, de, el, …) Use this element for
the language of textual objects and also where there is a language aspect to other objects e.g. sound
recordings, posters, newspapers etc). If there is no language aspect to the digital object (e.g. a photograph),
please ignore this element. This element is not for the language of the metadata of a resource, which may be
described in xml:lang attribute. In case the digital object presents more languages, use more language
elements, one for each language.
en, it, fr, de, el, hu, es, ca
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
No
language
None
notes
relation
A reference to a related resource. Recommended best practice is to reference the resource by means of a
string or number conforming to a formal identification system. This is information about resources that are
related to the original analog or born digital object.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
coverage
The extent or scope of the content of the resource. Coverage will typically include spatial location (a place
name or geographic co-ordinates), temporal period (a period label, date, or date range) or jurisdiction (such
as a named administrative entity). Recommended best practice is to select a value from a controlled
vocabulary (for example, the Thesaurus of Geographic Names [Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names,
http://www. getty.edu/research/tools/vocabulary/tgn/]). Where appropriate, named places or time periods
should be used in preference to numeric identifiers such as sets of co-ordinates or date ranges. Coverage is
the unqualified spatial or temporal coverage of the original analog or born digital object. Use of the more
specific dcterms:spatial and dcterms:temporal elements is preferred where possible.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
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None

notes

rights
Information about rights held in and over the resource. Typically a Rights element will contain a rights
management statement for the resource, or reference a service providing such information. Rights
information often encompasses Intellectual Property Rights (IPR), Copyright, and various Property Rights. If
the rights element is absent, no assumptions can be made about the status of these and other rights with
respect to the resource. This is a free text element and should be used for information about intellectual
property rights or access arrangements for the digital object that is additional to the controlled value provided
in europeana:rights.
“All rights reserved”
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Mandatory
language
None
notes

8.7

DCTERMS – dublin core terms metadata

In this section are reported the dcterms elements that are supported, that are the ones supported by
Europeana.
alternative
An alternative name given to the resource. Typically, an Alternative title will be a name by which the
resource is alternatively referred and it is different from the formal Title. Any alternative title by which the
original analog or born digital object is known. This can include abbreviations or translations of the title.
…
Examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Mandatory
language
None
notes
tableOfContents
A list of subunits of the resource. A list of the units within the original analog or born digital resource object.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Mandatory
language
None
notes
created
Date of creation of the resource. This is the date when the original analog or born digital object was created.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
issued
Date of formal issuance (e.g., publication) of the resource. The date when the original analog or born digital
object
was
issued
or
published.
examples
count
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(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
extent
The size or duration of the resource. Refinement of format. Size or duration of the digital object and the
original object may be recorded.
“30 pages”, “01:15:20”
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
medium
The material or physical carrier of the resource. Refinement of dc:format.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
isVersionOf
A related resource of which the described resource is a version, edition, or adaptation. Changes in version
imply substantive changes in content rather than differences in format. Refinement of dc:relation. See also
dcterms:hasVersion.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
hasVersion
A related resource that is a version, edition, or adaptation of the described resource. Changes in version
imply substantive changes in content rather than differences in format. Refinement of dc:relation. See also
dcterms:isVersionOf. Use dcterms:hasFormat for differences in format.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
isReplacedBy
A related resource that supplants, displaces, or supersedes the described resource.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
replaces
A related resource that is supplanted, displaced, or superseded by the described resource.
…
examples
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0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
isRequiredBy
A related resource that requires the described resource to support its function, delivery, or coherence.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
requires
A related resource that is required by the described resource to support its function, delivery, or coherence.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
isPartOf
Is Part Of - A related resource in which the described resource is physically or logically included. Use for the
name of the collection which the digital object is part of.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
hasPart
A related resource that is included either physically or logically in the described resource. Refinement of
dc:relation. See also dcterms:isPartOf.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
isReferencedBy
Is Referenced By: A related resource that references, cites, or otherwise points to the described resource.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
references
A related resource that is referenced, cited, or otherwise pointed to by the described resource.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
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language
notes

Optional
None

isFormatOf
A related resource that is substantially the same as the described resource, but in another format. Refinement
of dc:relation. See also dcterms:hasFormat.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
hasFormat
A related resource that is substantially the same as the pre-existing described resource, but in another format.
Refinement of dc:relation. See also dcterms:isFormatOf. Use dcterms:hasVersion for differences in version.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
conformsTo
An established standard to which the described resource conforms. Refinement of dc:relation. The names of
standards that the digital object (digitized or born digital) complies with and which are useful for the use of
the
object.
examples
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
language
notes

…
0..many
Optional
None

spatial
Spatial characteristics of the resource. Information about the spatial characteristics of the original analog or
born digital object, i.e. what the resource represents or depicts in terms of space. This may be a named place,
a location, a spatial coordinate or a named administrative entity.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
temporal
Temporal characteristics of the resource. The temporal characteristics of the original analog or born digital
object i.e. what the resource is about or depicts in terms of time. This may be a period, date or date range.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes
provenance
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A statement of any changes in ownership and custody of the resource since its creation that are significant
for its authenticity, integrity, and interpretation. The statement may include a description of any changes
successive custodians made to the resource. This relates to the ownership and custody of the original analog
or born digital object.
…
examples
0..many
count
(1, 0..1, 0..many, 1..many)
Optional
language
None
notes

8.8

Taxonomy Classification

For each drupal taxonomy term associated with the content it is reported:
label
The label of the term in each available language
id
attribute with the drupal id for the term
root
attribute with the id of the root term where the term is a descendent.
vid
attribute with the id of the vocabulary of the term
path
attribute with the term ids separated by spaces from the root to the term (e.g. “664 668”)

8.9

ECLAP Groups

For each drupal og group associated with the content it is reported:
label
the label of the group
id
attribute with the id of the group

8.10 ECLAP Aggregations
If the content is a playlist or a collection are reported the set of axoids that belong to the playlist/collection.
For playlists more information is provided for each content in the playlist:
For audio and video:
startTime
attribute with the time instant in seconds from the audio/video start representing the time in the resource to
start resource Audio/Visual rendering, if omitted the resource start time is intended
endTime
attribute with the time instant in seconds from the audio/video start representing the time in the resource to
end the resource Audio/Visual rendering, if omitted the resource end time is intended
For images:
duration
the duration in seconds of the image display
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